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(That’s a savings of more than $120!)
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       PUBLISHER letter

www.facebook.com/naturaltriad

Friends:

We are very excited to have our exclusive interview with Byron Katie in this issue, be-
ginning on page 8. If you are not yet familiar with Katie (as she is called), you will be 
soon. Jillian Teta, who interviewed Katie for us, says, "Her message is powerful and life 
altering without being intellectual or difficult to grasp. For people who are suffering and 
are open to self-exploration, Katie’s work is a beacon of hope and a refuge. A love that 
will burn everything – everything else away." Do yourself a huge favor, and take the time 
to read this interview.  I was there for the actual phone call with Katie, and I've read the 
interview about 5 times - I get more out of it each and every time.  We are hoping to bring Katie to the Triad in 2012 for a workshop.  
If you like what you read here and on her web site (www.thework.com), we hope you'll take the time to email us and let us know! 
We will, in turn, let her know.

We had our 2nd Women's Wellness Retreat in October at the River House, which is on the New River in Grassy Creek, NC. Thanks 
to Julius Torelli, MD and Jillian Teta, ND for graciously giving of their time for 3 days to lead this workshop (which was partly based, 
by the way, on Byron's Katie's work). The participants really enjoyed the seminar, accommodations and food, several calling it "life 
changing". .  We are planning our next one now, which will be in the spring - will keep you posted.

And finally, our sincere condolences to the family of Jack Bollini, who passed away on October 9. Jack was loved, respected and 
admired by all who knew him.  We've been told that his company, CH-Imports, will continue to operate for the foreseeable future. 
All contact information remains the same.  We wish his family the best. 

In gratitude this Thanksgiving season for our readers and advertisers...without you, there would be no Natural Triad.

Saturday, March 31

Visit www.NaturalTriad.com to reserve your booth
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IS YOUR BUSINESS A WELL-KEPT SECRET?

Our readers are educated individuals who care about their wellness
and that of their loved ones. 

They are discerning about the health care they receive, 
the food they ingest and 
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336.369.4170
www.NaturalTriad.com
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Ultimate Medicine
the

an interview with

   
BYRON KATIE

Several years ago, I was rummaging around in a closet in 
our old clinic, and I pulled out a book. It was called Loving 
What Is by Byron Katie and had a picture of a pleasant 

woman’s face on the cover. There were a couple subtitles on the 
book: The Revolutionary Process Called "The Work" was one; 
Four questions that can change your life was the other subtitle. 
Intrigued, I opened the book and began to read.

What I found in that book is nothing short of the living, 
breathing, consciously chosen self-actualized mind. The living 
embodiment of the ultimate, creative force that resides in all of 
us and whose true nature is joyous and free.

Katie, as she is called, was an ordinary woman living a 
typically miserable life. She was married, and had children and 
a house, and a real estate business, and a lot of self-loathing. She 
was depressed and full of anger and hate, and eventually ended 
up in a halfway house. During her stay in the halfway house, she 
was so depressed and angry that the other women there feared 
her, and so she stayed upstairs in the attic. She was full of such 
self-hate that she did not fi nd herself worthy of a bed, and so 
slept on the fl oor.

One morning, she awoke to a cockroach running across her 
foot, and in that instant, she noticed that “It” became alive in 
her. By “it”, she describes the basis for her work. She realized 
simply that if she believed thoughts that were not true (as in, in 
opposition to reality), stress and negativity resulted, and when 
she did not believe those thoughts, she could fi nd nothing but 
peace. She realized that when she argued with reality – with 
what was – she suffered. And by loving reality, there was no suf-
fering. 

Shortly after, Katie left the halfway house, completely trans-
formed, wide-awake. People noticed this change in her, this 
freedom in her, and began to seek her help—they wanted what 
she had. Katie then shared her work with whomever presented 
themselves to her—from friends to the strangers who began ap-
pearing at her door—and now Katie shares her work and her 
message with the world.

Katie’s work is simple. She calls it, simply, “inquiry”. It is a 
process that invites us to write down all of our stressful thoughts 
about others, situations and ourselves, then question them one 
by one. Her four questions are:

1. Is it true?
2. Can you absolutely know that it’s true?
3. How do you react when you believe the thought?
4. Who would you be without the thought?

And lastly, Katie uses what she calls the turnaround, 
where we come to see that everything that we accuse 
others of, all of our stress, we can fi nd in ourselves. Thus, 
it all begins and ends with us. The simple elegance of her 
concepts is astounding. 

Her message is powerful and life altering without being 
intellectual or diffi cult to grasp. For people who are suffering 
and are open to self-exploration, Katie’s work is a beacon of 
hope and a refuge. A love that will burn everything – every-
thing else away. 

If this sounds too New Age-y or pie-in-the-sky optimistic, 
I invite you to pick up any of her books or visit her at her 
website, www.thework.com to see for yourself the power of 
her methods which she offers as a gift for all of us who want a 
greater peace and clarity in our lives.
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Over the years, I have devoured her books and audio, ab-
sorbed every drop from her website, and actually keep some of 
her books on my nightstand. One day, Julie, the publisher of 
Natural Triad called me to ask if I would like to interview Katie, 
because she had set it up. I nearly fell on the floor, and accepted 
with a thrill, as I had a lot of questions for Katie.

Prophets, philosophers and spiritual leaders, if you listen 
carefully to what they say, all essentially deliver the same mes-
sage in varied ways. They speak of peace and compassion and 
non-judgment, concepts that seem intellectually pleasing but are 
often hard to implement in our day-to-day lives. My goal for the 
interview was to pick at Katie’s brain to get at the deeper layers 
of how she thought about these concepts, and also how we can 
reconcile the “darker” pieces of humanity: the prejudices, social 
injustices, guilt and negativity that are near-universal. The fol-
lowing is what ensued during that conversation.

Jillian: Katie, I want to ask you about social injustice. What 
do you say to people who are grappling with stressful feelings 
about racism, poverty, disparity between the sexes, the murder 
of women in the Middle East who fall in love with men outside 
of their tribe?

Katie: Well, if I look at someone and see them as beneath 
me in any way, or I see them as less wise than I am, then that is 
stressful to me. That anger, that righteous indignation – it is noth-
ing more than fear. Stress is a signal that I am out of alignment 
with my heart and what’s right with me. 

So that alerts me – that alerts me that I am off somewhere. 
And if I can identify what I am believing about that other person, 
then I know how to deal with those thoughts – that is what the 
Work is for, of course. Then I know how to deal with those 
thoughts and I can meet the one I am really prejudiced against, 
and that is myself, and everything I despise and fear in myself. 

And so that person I am prejudiced against is really there to 
show me what to look for in myself. And if I have that direction, 
then the moment I am set free of my own prejudice and fear, I 
can no longer see it in that person. And it is the opposite of just 
settling for “well, I see, its ok, its alright”. That is not it, that is 
still prejudice. But when I can see you through the eyes of com-
passion and understanding, that is self-love. That is my own 
self-love witnessing itself. And that is wisdom. We can know that 
it is wisdom because it is the end of war with anyone or anything. 
The end of the war with ourselves is the end of the war with 
others. 

Now, people don’t really get this. They have heard "look to 
yourself" – but, how? How? “I don’t like me, yeah, I just looked 
at myself and I don’t like me”. Well, you know, we would all 
change it if we knew how! And that is what the Work is pointed 
to. That is what it is there for, its inquiry. It’s as old as old can be. 
But this particular one, the way I have aligned it, it’s checkmate. 
There’s no way out. There is no escape if the mind is open to 
inquiry. And that’s the key. 

Everyone is prejudiced. If I am just a little prejudiced, I am 
as guilty as someone that would stone a woman to death for 
falling in love with someone outside of her culture. 

Jillian: So what you are saying is that the “scale” does not 
matter. Someone who would cut you off in traffic is the same as 
a Nazi officer marching Jews into the oven.

Katie: Absolutely. How can I expect them to change? If I have 

just this little bit, and they have this 
huge job, this huge amount, how can I 
expect them to change? If I can’t change 
this little bit, they’re supposed to 
change this enormous thing? Who am 
I? How can I change this thing?

Jillian: So we have to be the sane example for the world.
Katie: Yes. You know, I like to say: you’re the one, you’re it. 

It’s not them. It’s you. You’re it. 

Jillian: Katie, you often talk about being selfish. Selfishness, 
for many people, is a dirty word. We are taught to not be selfish. 
How can we reconcile self-love and self-acceptance with nega-
tively associated selfishness?

Katie: Here is the difference: if we are really in state of self 
love, as opposed to denial, then we meet other people in ex-
actly the same way.

Jillian: You mean denial of self-love.
Katie: If I say I am experiencing self-love, it could be denial. 

The way I know I am in self-love is I meet every human being 
without prejudice. I understand. But if I believe I am in a state 
of self-love, and it’s denial, then I am still judging others as be-
neath me in some way, less than I. That is the litmus test.

If I love what I have and what I am, then the only needs left 
in the world are outside of me.                                           >>>

Interviewed & written by 
Jillian Sarno Teta, ND
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So if someone says, “can you help?” 
– why wouldn’t I? I am so good at helping 
myself! What want is there left in the 
world? It’s yours – so why can’t I help? In 
other words, I don’t believe anything 
would prevent me from helping. In fact, 
by not helping, I would cut off my own 
joy.

People believe that if they give, it’s 
going to cost them something, even their 
energy. But the extreme opposite is true, 
unless their ego is running the show, of 
course. And then people become resentful 
and expect thank-yous. But the thank you 
is in the service – it is the thank you.

Jillian: The thank you already hap-
pened.

Katie: It’s not separate from the giving; 
it’s one, it’s the same movement. That is 
the thank you. If you need my help, and I 
give it, then the thank you is the help I’m 
giving – that’s it. 

In other words, I’m only serving my-
self and that is the ultimate selfishness. So 
people cannot overcome selfishness. No 
one I’ve ever met has ever had a thought 
that wasn’t about them. So when the ego 
is gone, every “I” is ultimate, its not “per-
sonality I”.

Jillian: Katie, can you explain how 
loving what is/not fighting reality/staying 
in your integrity does not make you a 
doormat or a punching bag for other 
people, nor does it make you a passive, 
drooling, non-participant in society who 
can’t act when action is called for?

Katie: Loving what is is about strength 
and power. It is the absence of wanting 
and needing and “shoulding”, and looking 
at things with judgment that would destroy 
that thing/situation or person. 

So, to look at it, and to see it clearly 
without superimposing a story on it, you 
see what really is, and the magic of it, and 
the service of it, and there’s nothing that 
is not for us. Broken arms and legs, death 
– it's all for us. But to put a story on it, and 
believe it, (that story) we miss the miracle. 

So people who aren’t loving what is 
say “how can you see it that way? “Why 
aren’t you suffering? If you really loved me, 
you would suffer”. If you really loved, you 
would suffer?! But that doesn’t make any 
sense. So, it is just an honest thing to say, 
actually, “I see this as beautiful because…” 
and then you can give the reasons that are 
true. 

Jillian: As a follow-up to that thought, 
what about people who remain in relation-

ships that aren’t optimal? There are so 
many reasons to stay: “we have a house 
together, a kid, dogs, a bank account”, and 
they dismiss their partner’s behaviors, or 
blame themselves, and remain in an un-
happy place….

Katie: These people are frightened to 
leave because they’re with someone who 
is offering something that the one who 
thinks they want to leave is afraid of living 
without.  It’s just that simple. It’s not living 
with that person because they’re really 
afraid to hurt them if they leave, it’s the 
ego’s fear that they’re going to leave you, 
and that is terrifying. 

It’s all just the mind’s way of staying 
identified as that victim. Here is what I 
want: a fearless way of life. To me, you can 
leave that person you’re with, as you love 
them completely. 

Why do we have to hate to leave? Why 
do we have to have a big fight? Why can’t 
we say we just don’t get along. Why can’t 
we just tell the truth: “I love you, I need to 
leave now”, and if they ask why, you can 
tell them:  “We don’t have a lot in com-
mon”. That’s it. And the reasons are com-
pletely valid. And you can also tell them, 
“I love you, and I’m so thankful for every-
thing you’ve given me.”

Jillian: So, being bitter, making a list 
of what they’ve done to you or for you, 
keeping a scorecard, leaving in fury– it 
doesn’t have to be that way

Katie: No, it’s just the mind trying to 
convince itself to leave. And you are free 
to leave anytime, so it is really such a 
game. It’s all set up to leave, or it’s all set 
up to stay. It's equal.

Jillian: One of my favorite things that 
you have said, that I have spent much time 
thinking about, is this: “there is no separa-
tion between us, yet we have separate 
bodies”. Can you explain that?

Katie: Well, what I usually say is that 
what I love about separate bodies is that 
when you hurt, I don’t, and when I hurt, 
you don’t. When someone is hurt and we 
project what that might feel like, then that 
is the suffering that we experience. And it 
would lead us to believe that I could feel 
your pain; but no I can’t, that’s delusional. 
I feel the projection of the pain I imagined 
you to be suffering. So I’m not feeling your 
pain, I’m experiencing my own imagina-
tion as I put myself in your place. Does 
that explain it?

Jillian: Yes, that explains separate bod-
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ies. Can you explain how there is no sepa-
ration? 

Katie: Ultimately, we are from one-
ness. The oneness, the source, is mind, so 
bodies are separate, but mind is not sepa-
rate. It appears to be because it’s identified 
to separate bodies, and so it’s experiencing 
as those identities, that identity as a sepa-
rate being, but mind is mind, it is not 
separate. 

For example, maybe you have heard 
me say there are no new stressful 
thoughts—they’re all recycled. One mind, 
experiencing them over and over again 
— not only in one’s lifetime, but  in every 
language, all over the world. Nothing new. 

If we put all of the bodies in the world 
in one place, it’s huge. But if we took all 
the thoughts—from the time you were first 
thinking and beyond—and put them in a 
basket, and put them in there with every-
one else’s in the world, the basket would 
be almost empty. 

So, mind simply identifies as this en-
tity (the  body) that it is not. So, if I say, “I 
am not my body”, what I'm really saying 
is, I, mind, am not that. And mind can 
never be. It is a game. It’s the enlighten-
ment game. It’s mind waking up to what it 
isn’t, really. 

Jillian: Which is, it’s not a body
Katie: It’s not a body. And the mind is 

like a child. It says, “well, if I’m not that, 
then who am I? What am I”?  What it is is 
exactly so; it’s nothing. 

Jillian: Ah, I love this! People are 
meaning-making machines. If we discuss 
“being nothing”, people go to terror. What 
do you mean?! I have a body? What about 
this, what about that?! What about God? 

Katie: And so, they can question, is it 
true? I am nothing, is it true? And by the 
time I get to the turnaround – I am some-
thing, I am a woman. Mind is comfortable 
there. I don’t know if I believe it anymore, 
but let’s see I’m going with this: I am a 
woman, sitting in a chair, talking to my 
friend. OK, that’s something. Good. I've  
got the world back. I’m safe. 

So what the Work does – it’s another 
reason I call it checkmate – is hold an 
identity as long as you need it. With these 
turnarounds and examples, the mind 
doesn’t have to frighten itself out of en-
lightenment and just stay sick and terrified 
and identified. I don’t know another 
method that does that. 

If you asked “who am I?”, and you 
wait, you would never speak again. Be-

cause something else speaks out of that, 
but it is not “I”…it’s judgment, or experi-
ence. And I come back to collect myself, 
and the rest of my mind.  People say I’m 
enlightened….well, not until you are. One 
mind.

Jillian: I love this. This obliterates ev-
erything. I think of your work as a rabbit 
hole – how deep do you want to go? Be-
cause you can go all the way…

Katie: Yes, the more you sit in the 
practice, the deeper you are taken, and it’s 
OK, because you know you always find 
yourself. I watch people who don’t have 
the Work, and they have had amazing 
experiences, and they’re frightened, so 
they never go too far again, or they long 
for that experience again…but that is not 
it, it’s simply a reference for: you are free.

Mind is self-perpetuating and beauti-
ful – it doesn’t have to be something to 
love itself. So when I say “I love you” I am 
saying I love your mind, but I’ve learned 
to speak another language here. You know, 
it’s like, when in Rome? It took me about 
three years to stop saying things like “it 
thinks it wants a drink of water now”. 

Jillian: That leads me to my next ques-
tion. You speak very openly of your time 

in the halfway house, and your subsequent 
time in the desert where you say you undid 
every concept that was stressful to human-
ity. Can you talk about that time? Did you 
fully understand with the cockroach or did 
you need more time?

Katie: The Work woke me up to who 
I am and who I am not, to what I am and 
what I am not. And I could see in that mo-
ment that the world did not exist; in the 
moment that mind happened, the world 
was created.

 I began to laugh, it was the most hi-
larious thing – I was like, “oh my gosh, it’s 
a magic trick.!” And then I was unrecog-
nizable to my husband, my children, my 
friends, family, and it wasn’t enough. To 
live in this illusion every single thing had 
to be brought in the world and questioned 
again. Enlightenment wasn’t enough. 

Just to say – nothing exists. Because I 
tried it. I took to the streets, saying, “there’s 
nothing, there’s nothing”, drawing a zero 
with my fingers in the air – and I scared 
people. That’s nuts. It’s off balance. Always 
me looking at me. I was not a friend to 
myself at the level that is necessary.

Jillian: That is necessary to be in the 
world?

Katie: Yes. All the people in the world, 
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they are me. So then I would sit down with 
every concept in the world, from the 
world, as the world – to get the commu-
nication that I had. Then I married Stephen 
Mitchell and got even more vocabulary.

Jillian: How long were you in the 
desert?

Katie: Off and on solidly for 3 years. 
I had to do it. I was testing mind against 
reality. For example, in the desert, you 
don’t know north from south from east 
from west. You don’t know; your mind 
takes over. For example, the thought “I’m 
lost, I need to know what direction I’m 
going; I need to know there’s an end. 
There’s 100 miles of desert ahead of me; 
if I make the wrong decision, I’ll die be-
tween here and there”.  Those thoughts hit, 
and I didn’t leave me a way out. 

I discovered I was never lost. Not ever. 
It is not possible. So it's just a sample of 
what is out there. And I don’t ever suggest 
that anyone do that. There’s another way, 
and it’s the Work. You don’t have to go in 
the desert. But for me, I had to test it.

Jillian: I ask because you are clear, you 
are free, I can see that. And I am so at-
tracted to that, because before, you were 
kind of miserable like everyone else. And 
I think that gives people hope. She was just 
like me, miserable like me, and now she’s 
free. That’s inspiration for others; that is 
motivation to keep exploring. It’s not an 
on or off thing. You did this process in the 
desert for years after the work had awak-
ened in you. Do you still do the work, 
Katie?

Katie: I would not hesitate if I were 
confused in any way. And people say, 
“you’re free”, and my response is, “until 
I’m not”. They say, “you’re enlightened”, 
and I say, “I have no idea about that. I am 
enlightened enough to know the difference 
between what hurts and what doesn’t, and 
that’s enough for me”. 

Jillian: I love what you say about that, 
how you can be enlightened in one mo-
ment, and the next moment, not.

Katie: Yes, it’s like…enlightened…
not…..enlightened….not. I love that 
people understand that – it's not hopeless.

Jillian: That is why I am so fascinated 
by you. You were this normal miserable 
person, and you found a way to not be 
that way.

Katie: Yes, I got a very clear reference. 
It’s those moment-to-moment freedoms we 
are gifted. The difference between me and 
others is that the Work was so clear in me. 
I saw it so clearly, and these 4 questions 
(ed. note: see page 8) give people the 
same experience, an opportunity to expe-
rience exactly what I experienced on the 
floor in the halfway house. 

Jillian: Katie, you often speak of the 
Source, Reality, the Tao, etc, and that its 
true nature is of love and benevolence. 
How do we know that reality is benevolent 
and has a nature of love?

Katie: Experience. And I can give you 
some, because you already have it also. 
Any time you are experiencing stress, 
you’re believing something that opposes 

something that is beautiful, that is good, 
that is yourself. And that’s not outside of 
you. 

Your heart is frightened or shut down. 
You shut down, you distance from yourself, 
you’re believing something against your 
true nature—what I call your true nature, 
which is the true nature of everything and 
everyone, without exception. The true 
nature of It. 

So, when I am prejudiced against 
someone, that is against myself, that is 
against my nature, and stress is the effect. 
So that stress is not a preference. That is 
how you know you are in opposition to 
what you prefer, your true preference. 

Jillian: What do you say to those 
people these days who always complain 
about being stressed out about finances?

Katie: I would put my arms around 
them and tell them the truth: it’s going to 
be alright. I wouldn’t say it is alright, be-
cause that is too unbelievable to them. I’d 
speak in time. And if they ask, “how do 
you know?” I would say, “you know, I’ve 
found a way that really shows me that, and 
if you want, I would love you to see it if 
you’re open to it”. And my goodness, in 
about 5 minutes, they have the Work. And 
everyone’s been open to it. 

Jillian: What do you say to people who 
have a lot of guilt in their lives because 
they feel they are not living up to their true 
potential or that their lives lack meaning? 
I’ve noticed guilt is rampant and we often 
can feel guilty for whatever course of ac-
tion we take. Where does guilt come from? 
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Katie: Guilt is not possible 
unless you are thinking and 
believing stories you can iden-
tify as past. And when you are 
experiencing guilt, if you iden-
tify the situation and write it 
down on a Judge-Your-Neigh-
bor worksheet (ed. note: the 
tool Katie uses to initiate inquiry; see page 
8), and then question it, you’ll see that the 
past will evaporate. It goes to nothing if 
they have really filled in an honest, in-the-
situation, what they were really thinking 
in that situation, in that moment, on their 
Judge-Your-Neighbor worksheet. And so 
that is the only way we can experience 
guilt. 

Now, guilt compares. It’s a compari-
son. Past and future. You’ll see images of 
what you did and then it’s compared with 
what it’s supposed to look like, of people 
who do it right, for example. And that 
leaves you feeling less. Those are just im-
ages, it’s just pure imagination. Those 
aren’t people, they aren’t real people, that’s 
imagination. But the mind compares. 
Comparisons are the only way to experi-
ence envy, jealousy, any of that. If people 
understood it’s just a comparison, they 
would love what they had, and it would 
be over. 

Jillian: So guilt is in same family as 
jealousy and envy?

Katie: Yes, one is a future, and one is 
a past. Guilt is a past. Jealousy can be 
future or the past, it depends where mind 
is. Let’s say someone walked down the 
street, and they were beautiful, and 

sharply dressed, and 40 years younger than 
me or whatever there was that I would feel 
envy or jealousy about. In that moment I 
would compare them with me. 

Now the me I compare them to is in 
my mind, because I can’t see me, so I am 
comparing them to an image, and that 
image was of the past. I mean, maybe the 
last time I looked in the mirror or maybe 
the way I imagine myself looking like in 
that moment, whatever it is, it doesn’t mat-
ter, it’s an image. And I think that’s me. 
Well that’s not me, that’s crazy, that’s in-
sane, that is not “I”. So, there they are, the 
image that I prefer, compared with the 
image of me in my head, so I lose. 

Or someone walks down the street, 
and I think, “Oh, they’re so happy, they’re 
laughing, they’re carefree”. Then I com-
pare that with my emotion and what I am 
thinking and experiencing at the time. So, 
it's that comparison again. Maybe I am 
feeling depressed or envious, but we could 
say it's nothing more than I am a figment 
of my imagination and so is that person. I 
don’t know if they’re happy. They could be 
high. Who knows, they could kill them-
selves in the next 24 hours.

 But anyway, comparisons. Guilt is a 
story of the past. A story of the past that 
has not been investigated or questioned. 

Jillian: Katie, we are just 
about out of time. Our final 
question is this: what is one 
piece of advice you would 
give, if nothing else? What 
would you tell people?

Katie: To question any, 
any assumption that would 

lead themselves to believe that they are 
anything less than beautiful and perfect in 
every way. Any thought that opposes that 
is way, way off.

Editor's Note:  To learn more about 
Byron Katie and the Work, visit www.
thework.com. There, you can purchase her 
books and CDs, register for her workshops, 
read all about the Work, which is a simple 
yet powerful process of inquiry that helps 
you to understand what’s hurting you, and 
to address the cause of your problems with 
clarity. All the tools you need are on the 
web site. 

Photo of Byron Katie on page 8, cour-
tesy of Kasey Lennon

Interviewed and written by Jillian Sarno 
Teta, ND, a medically trained Naturo-
pathic Doctor who practices at the Natu-
ropathic Clinic of NC located in Winston-
Salem. She completed her medical training 
at Bastyr University, one of only four 
medical universities in the country to train 
primary care doctors in complementary 
healing arts, including nutrition, exercise, 
counseling, herbal medicine, homeopathy 
and functional medicine. For an appoint-
ment with Dr. Teta, call 336-724-4452. See 
ad on page 40.

"Loving what is 
is about strength and power. 

It is the absence of wanting and needing and 'shoulding', 
and looking at things with judgment 

that would destroy that thing/situation or person."

Suffering from Migraines or Headaches?
Dr. Seymour Diamond, Executive Direc-
tor of the National Headache Foundation, 
announced that new imaging techniques 
have allowed scientists to identify a mal-
functioning brainstem as a cause of head-
aches and migraines. The brainstem is 
protected by the upper cervical vertebrae 
which, when misaligned, can irritate the 
brainstem and cause it malfunction, lead-
ing to headaches, Migraines, and numer-
ous other symptoms. 

Suffering from Migraines or Headaches?

Dr. Seymour Diamond, Execu-
tive Director of the National 
Headache Foundation, an-
nounced that new imaging 
techniques have allowed sci-
entists to identify a malfunc-
tioning brainstem as a cause 
of headaches and migraines. 

The brainstem is protected by the 
upper cervical vertebrae which, 

when misaligned, can irritate the 
brainstem and cause it mal-

function, leading to head-
aches, Migraines, and nu-
merous other symptoms. 

432A W. Mountain St., Kernersville      336.992.2536

336.992.2536     www.atlas4wellness.com
432A W. Mountain St., Kernersville

Daniel O. Clark ©2002

  www.atlas4wellness.com

Personal Chef, 
Catering, Instruction

   Caldwell Catering Co.

Natural, Whole Foods Approach
Therapeutic Cooking

Gift Certificates

Order your smoked turkey or 
briskets for holidays!

Chef Steven Caldwell
Member Slow Food USA and 
Southern Foodways Alliance

ServeSafe Certified

336.414.2171
chefsteve@caldwellcatering.com

  www.CaldwellCatering.com

  Caldwell Catering Co.

                                  Stressed Out About 
                                 Holiday Cooking?

We can help with:
• Personal Chef Services
• Therapeutic Cooking
• Event Catering
• Instruction & Meal Planning
• Our Holiday Feature:
   Fresh smoked turkey or brisket

...All with a Whole Foods approach!

Chef Steven Caldwell
Member Slow Food USA 

336.414.2171
chefsteve@caldwellcatering.com

  www.CaldwellCatering.com
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Alumnus and Noted Complementary/
Alternative Medicine Leader to Speak at 
Wake Forest School of Medicine

Wayne B. Jonas, M.D., a 1981 alumnus of the Wake Forest 
School of Medicine and a noted leader in the field of 

complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), will deliver a 
lecture on Nov. 4 as part of the school’s alumni weekend activi-
ties. Jonas will speak at Babcock Auditorium at Wake Forest 
Baptist Medical Center from 4-5:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 4. In 
his lecture, “Creating Optimal Healing Environments,” Jonas will 
discuss the components of healing and how they can be inte-
grated with health-care practices that focus on cures.

Jonas is president and chief executive officer of Samueli 
Institute, a nonprofit research organization founded in 2001 that 
supports the scientific investigation of healing and its role in 
medicine and health care around the world. He also serves as 
associate professor of family medicine at the Uniformed Ser-
vices University of Health Sciences in Bethesda, Md., where he 
co-founded a CAM curriculum.

He served as director of the Office of Alternative Medicine 
at the National Institutes of Health from 1995-99 and directed 
the Medical Research Fellowship at Walter Reed Army Institute 
of Research earlier in his career.

The lecture is open to the public and is free unless Continuing 
Medical Education (CME) credit is requested. For those medical 
professionals interested in receiving CME credit, the fee is $25. 
For more information on registering for CME credit, please call 
(336) 716-4589 or (800) 899-7128. Registration is not required 
for members of the public who wish to attend.

Private Reiki Lessons Offered at Shining 
Light Reflexology and Reiki

Lori Alderman from Shining Light offers private classes for 
anyone interested in reiki certification. Classes offered are 

level 1 through master teacher level. A private one on one setting 
is a great way to learn this wonderful healing art. 

To set up a class time contact Reiki Master Teacher Lori Alderman 
at 339-0656.

Herbs for Cold & Flu Season Class - Nov. 5

Join Clinical Herbalist, Stephanie Hein on Saturday, November 
5 from 3-6pm, as she discusses specific herbs and herbal for-

mulas to support your wellbeing during the cold and flu season. 
Participants will be making cough syrups, herbal honeys, herb 
balls, and menthol chest rubs. 

This class will  be held in jamestown, next to the Piedmont Envi-
ronmental Center. Specific directions will be emailed upon reg-
istration. Cost is $35 in advance. To register please email stepha-
nie@botanicalmama.com. More information can be found at 
www.botanicalmama.com

McKeithan Pain Treatment Center Presents 
Window On Muscle Memory Release©, 
Successful Treatment for Chronic Pain

Advance Announcement: On Monday, December 19, from 
10:00 a.m. ‘til 12:00 noon, McKeithan Pain Treatment Cen-

ter of Winston-Salem is presenting An Introduction to Muscle 
Memory Release© for practitioners and interested members of 
the public.  Anyone who is experiencing chronic pain is welcome 
to attend, as well as practitioners of other treatment modalities.  
The presentation is designed to provide a window on this suc-
cessfully-proven body/mind route to ending chronic musculo-
skeletal pain in the body.  

Presented by Kent McKeithan, creator of the modality, and 
Rebecca Vogler, this is the first public opportunity to look inside 
a treatment that has moved many from the despair of fibromyal-
gia, chronic fatigue and other debilitating disorders into joyful 
productive lives.  This advance notice is provided because the 
seating is truly limited, so that, although the event is free, reser-
vations are required.  Phone 336-761-0501 for reservations.  To 
learn more, read part 2 of “Regarding Pain: the Interaction of 
Mind & Body” in this issue and consult http://www.mckeithanptc.
com/?p=27 regarding fibromyalgia and click on the Muscle 
Memory Release© link.

Don’t forget to inquire about ongoing Relaxercise™ classes 
at the Center.  See http://www.mckeithanptc.com/?p=33 to dis-
cover the benefits of a system that places pain relief in your own 
hands, not just in the hands of a practitioner.

McKeithan Pain Treatment Center is located at 1169 Edgebrook 
Drive, Winston-Salem. 336.761.0101. www. mckeithanptc.com
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Grief    Recovery®
Outreach Program

The Action Program 
For Moving Beyond 

Loss
Ellie McFalls, MCHt

Hypnosis for...
  • Smoking Cessation
  • Weight Control
  • Phobias/Fears
  • Fibromyalgia

620 S. Elm St, Ste 307 • Greensboro • 336-362-4170
www.masteryworksinc.com
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Driving to Feed Those in Need

Triad Upper Cervical Clinic is reaching out to the community.  
Make a difference! Help us help others by donating food!
In the spirit of Thanksgiving, on Tuesday, November 1, the 

Triad Upper Cervical Clinic is teaming up with Second Harvest 
Food Bank of Northwest NC for a holiday food drive to help feed 
less fortunate families in the Triad and surrounding areas. 

Dr. Chad McIntyre frequently encourages his patients to 
reach out to their communities and do what they can to help 
others.  “I believe we should take every opportunity that we have 
to make a difference in someone’s life,” Dr. McIntyre stated.  “We 
think of our patients as an extended family and I always expect 
that my family will lend a helping hand wherever they’re needed.  
We have a lot of hungry families in the Triad, so I expect that our 
extended family of patients will step up, as they always do, for 
this food drive.”  

In addition to giving its existing patients a complimentary 
offi ce visit for their participation, the Triad Upper Cervical 
Clinic also plans to open an entire offi ce day exclusively for new 
patients.  Those that bring in a bag of groceries may schedule a 
comprehensive initial visit with Dr. McIntyre for a reduced fee.  

Recommended foods include canned meat, peanut butter, 
canned pasta, cereal, canned vegetables, dried fruit, oatmeal, 
rice, juice, crackers, spaghetti sauce, and beans.

Triad Upper Cervical is located at 432-A West Mountain Street, 
Kernersville. Please call 336-992-2536 for additional information, 
or to schedule an appointment. See ad on page 13.

Health and Wellness Open House - Nov. 12

Looking for something healthy and fun to do before the hectic 
holiday season begins? Join us on Saturday, November 12 

from 1:30-5pm for a health & Wellness Open House.
During this event, over $300.00 of services and products 

will be given away - drawing every hour! Free food and drinks. 
will also be available. Prizes include: 90 minute appointment 
with a Naturopathic Doctor, one hour Myofascial (deep tissue) 
Massage, one hour of Refl exology, a months supply of JuicePlus+ 
vitamins, an entire sleeve of Organo Gold Coffee. 

Deep discount coupons for new massage therapy and 
Refl exology clients (up to 20% off) that book an appointment 
while there. Free 30 minute consultation appointments with 
Classical Naturopath - Jill Clarey, ND.

Sponsored by: Alderman Myofascial Therapy (Roy Alderman, 
LMBT #7515), The Natural Path (Jill Clarey, N.D.), Shining Light 
Refl exology and Reiki (Lori Alderman). Also in attendance and 
providing gifts are: Ray Coggin (Organo Gold Coffee rep) and 
Roger Grosser (JuicePlus+ rep).

The Health & Wellness Open House will be located at 2102 North 
Elm St.,  Suite H-6, Greensboro, NC. (Same bldg as the Bank of 
Oak Ridge - corner of N. Elm and Cornwallis. Back side of bldg, 
2nd fl oor.) Call 336-339-5058 for more information.

Tap Away Holiday Stress - December 5

The holiday season can be fun and joyful, but also be stressful for many people. Energy Tapping can help you reduce stress, feel 
more relaxed, and manage the overwhelm of shopping, special events, partying, and visiting with relatives!
Negative emotions are caused by a disruption on the body’s energy system.  When a thought or memory triggers this disruption, 

the result is physical, psychological, and/or emotional pain. By using Energy Tapping on key meridian points while at the same time 
holding in mind the unresolved problem, the disruption in the energy fl ow can be cleared and the pain released.  As a result, bal-
ance and wellbeing is restored in body and mind.   

Join us for this Energy Tapping workshop on December 5 from 1:30-3:30 PM, led by Sandy Seeber, LPC and Alan Graham, DC. 
Location:  1700 Ebert Street, at the Shepherds Center in Winston-Salem

Cost: $25. Space is limited and registration is required.  To register, email sandy@threetreasures.org or call 336.724.1822 and let us 
know you are coming.  Please bring cash or a check made out to Three Treasures Tai Chi with you to the workshop.   Go to www.
threetreasures.org/events.html  for additional event and advertising details. See ad on page 33.
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       LIVINGwell

For most Americans the journey from 
Halloween to New Year’s is a hectic 
one. We take our already full lives 

and pack in a dizzying amount of extras 
like shopping, parties, cleaning, baking 
and guests.

According to the American Institute 
of Stress over 110 million Americans are 
taking medications for stress related 
causes. Many people are approaching this 
holiday season with dread but you do not 
have to be one of them. Your holidays can 
look very different this year. Here are some 
simple techniques for handling your holi-
days with a smile.

You Can Only Control Yourself
You must embrace the notion that you 

can really only control yourself. You are 
ultimately in charge of your emotions and 
reactions. So when you are hearing that 
story from your childhood that Uncle 
Henry loves to tell that makes you feel 
angry or upset, decide to handle it an-
other way this year by programing yourself 

to react differently. Close your eyes and 
view Uncle Henry telling the story, hear 
his voice, hear the laughs and additions 
from your other family members and then 
choose a different reaction for yourself. 
Instead of your regular pattern of feeling 
upset, see yourself laughing along. Play 
this scenario in your head over and over 
until it feels comfortable and then when 
the situation arises you are already condi-
tioned to handle it differently.

Families Can Bring Out the Worst in 
Everyone

Understand why our families seem to 
have such a powerful hold on us. We spent 
many formative years developing patterns 
within this specific group of people. So 
these patterns have larger than normal 
charges associated with them. That’s why 
everything is always so intense. When you 
interact badly with a family member, it 
also brings along with it years of past in-
tensity. This is why we exhibit behavior 
with our families that we would never 

exhibit in “public”.

Set Firm Boundaries
Only you can set your boundaries. 

Since we have such long-standing relation-
ships with our families good boundaries 
are often not part of the picture. It is easi-
er to come into a new relationship with 
boundaries instead of imposing them on 
established patterns of behavior. But if you 
want peace of mind that’s what you need 
to do. Decide where and with whom you 
want to draw the line. Before your family 
gathering you may need to have a talk with 
your Mother and explain that you want to 
spend time with her but you won’t tolerate 
being criticized, so if that behavior occurs 
then you will have to leave. Then stick with 
it!! People will always test to see if you 
mean what you say – that’s human nature. 
It may take 3 or 4 times before your 
Mother actually believes you, but wouldn’t 
it be great if you could create time with 
her without all the bad feelings?

Strike A Balance with the Word “No”
Many times our holidays are stressful 

just because we overdo, over commit and/
or over spend. By now you probably know 
which one is your particular weakness so 
focus on that. The holiday season is just 
around the corner so sit down today and 
consider what you can say “no” to this 
year. If your time is short then do not over-
extend yourself just because someone 
asked something of you. Work out a phrase 
you are comfortable with and practice it 
in front of the mirror so it slips off your 
tongue when you are put on the spot. 
Some thing like, “I’d love to help you this 

Handling Holiday Stress With A Smile
“If you think you are enlightened then go spend a week with your family.” —Ram Dass

Acupuncture & Chinese Herbal Medicine
Balance • Optimal Health & Well Being • Enhance Athletic Performance

Susan B. Goldstone, L.Ac, Dipl.Ac, LMBT #1457, MA, Senior Acutonics Faculty
Serving the Triad since 1993

Center for Oriental & Harmonic Medicine
336-760-3993           www.orientalharmonicmedicine.com

Acupuncture • Herbology • Nutrition
Sports Medicine • Women’s Health • CranioSacral Therapy

Acutonics: A Non-Needle Technique • and More
We Treat All Conditions & Ages With an Integrative Healthcare Approach
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by Donna Burickyear but I just don’t have the time” works 
in most situations. You’ve acknowledged 
and honored their request but you’ve also 
made a decision to honor yourself as well.

Acknowledge Your Payoffs
Sometimes negative family patterns 

persist because we are secretly encourag-
ing them in order to receive some payoff. 
What’s yours? Do you feel justified in 
complaining to your friends about your 
negative sister? Do you regale them with 
stories of how outrageous her behavior is 
toward you and how terrible she makes 
you feel? Well, that’s a payoff because you 
are using this pattern to get attention or set 
yourself up as a victim. Resentment is very 
powerful; it gives us carte blanche in our 
behavior and attitude toward another. We 
feel justified in bad-mouthing people we 
harbor resentment against for some infrac-
tion they inflicted upon us.

Manage Your Expectations by Loving 
What Is

It is important to manage your expec-
tations. If your 78-year-old father has al-
ways been distant and cold toward you 
then just accept he is not likely to change. 
Often just the act of accepting and loving 
him for who he actually is helps your re-
lationship with him. The time and energy 
you pour into pushing against him and 
feeling badly about yourself and your life 
due to his behavior is not time well spent. 
If you can appreciate him for who he is, 
what he’s done for you and that he brought 
you into this world then you can shift the 
stress level of your relationship with him. 
Your expectations can be more of a prob-
lem for you than the actual problem. In-
stead of noticing how everyone is falling 
short of what you want, try accepting them 
just as they are this holiday season. Per-
haps some unexpected surprises will come 
your way once you’ve cleared away your 
anger and disappointment.

Take Time Out for Yourself
There may not seem to be any extra 

time but if you put your mind to it you can 
carve out 5-10 minutes for yourself each 
day. Here are three great things to do with 
this time. Do mini-meditations; close your 
eyes for 5 minutes and regulate your 
breathing. Intentionally focus on relaxing 
every part of your body. Inhale the word 
“Calm” and exhale the word “Peace”. This 
will help quiet your mind and relax you. 
This will also help lower your stress level. 

Do mini-exercises; 
run up and down the 
stairs at work. Or go 
outside in the fresh air 
for a walk and focus on the beautiful col-
ors of nature that are surrounding you. See 
how many different shades of green you 
can discern. These will help you expend 
some pent up energy and give you a boost 
at your mid-day slump. At the end of a 
long day, slip into a hot bath with lavender 
and Epsom salts to soothe away your 
stressors.

Boost Your Immune System
By staying as healthy as possible you 

are less likely to feel so wiped out. Vita-
mins A, B, C and D can help you stay 
healthy. Drink ginger root/fresh lemon tea 
and Holy Basil tea to boost your immune 
system. A good nights sleep and eating a 
rainbow of fruits and vegetables will keep 
your health in top shape. Try to not overdo 
on sugar and caffeine as these deplete your 
immune system.

Holidays are a happy but stressful 
time. How you react to your stressors are 
all within your control. Set your boundar-
ies with the people who push your but-
tons. Plan out your time, energy and 
money so you don’t feel overwhelmed. 
Accept the people in your life just as they 
are. After all, we are all just really doing 
the best we can with where we are today. 
And this year take time out for yourself. 
Everyone will have a better holiday season 
if you take care of yourself first, so you 
have the energy to interact with others 
from a happy place. A little compassion 
for yourself and others goes a long way 
toward making these holidays merrier.

Donna Burick is a Life Coach ~ Energy 
Therapist. Her life coaching practice uti-
lizes a multitude of energetic healing 
therapies. Donna custom blends her 
coaching skills with her advanced training 
in BodyTalk, Qigong, Meditation and Reiki 
to reconnect your Mind/Body/Spirit. 
Please visit www.donnaburick.com; send 
an email to donna@donnaburick.com; or 
call 336-540-0088 for more information. 
See ad on this page.

Experience the Power of 
Life Coaching Boosted by 

Energy Therapy

CALL TODAY
for your 

FREE 15 minute consultation
336-540-0088

donna@donnaburick.com
www.donnaburick.com

DONNA BURICK
CBP, Par BR, RMT

Holistic Coaching,
BodyTalk, Reiki, Qigong

for healthier, happier living.

1625 S. Church St.
Burlington

336.474.8025

www.creekstonemedspa.com

PHYSICIAN-ASSISTED
WEIGHT LOSS  CLINIC

Creek Stone
Med Spa

HCG and 
Lipotropics
Injections

for Weight Loss

Phentermine for 
Appetite Control

Dermal Fillers

Botox

Platinum Teeth 
Whitening

6 Randolph St.
Thomasville

336.475.4772
(Espanol) 336.264.2218~
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“I Can’t Live With Excruciating Foot And Leg Pain”
Announcing A New High Tech Method For the Treatment of

Peripheral Neuropathy and Type II Diabetes Symptoms

“Doc, I can’t live with this excruciating 
foot and leg pain!”

When you hear this from a patient it gets your 
attention. Typically, I get the worst of the worst 
pain patients but when I recently heard this 
exclamation, my attention was particularly 
peaked. Let’s call this patient Bob. Bob is 62 
years old with neuropathy in his hands and 
feet. He had poorly controlled Type II Diabetes 
and his life was literally as he described it “a liv-
ing hell”. Clearly he was coming to the end of 
his rope. The nerves in his legs and feet were 
damaged and he was in HORRIBLE CONSTANT 
PAIN.

“I Can’t Sleep at Night!”
He complained to me, “I can’t sleep at  night 
because my legs feel like they are being 
eaten by little bugs or chewed on by small 
animals.”

During the day, he could hardly walk and ev-
ery step sent shooting pain like lightning from 
his toes and up his legs up almost to his knees. 
He had numbness in his feet and couldn’t feel 
them very well and had terrible balance prob-
lems. He was worried he might fall and injure 
himself.

He told me that he could not go on living with 
this constant debilitating pain that had made 
every day a tragedy.

I had to help this man!
I recently was fortunate enough to accidental-
ly discover a new non-invasive and non-drug 
treatment for severe and constant foot and 
leg pain caused by neuropathy.

I learned about a new type of non-surgical and 
painless laser-like high tech treatment that 
was working wonders with severe, constant 
chronic pain, including pain caused by neu-
ropathy.

It had the ability to quickly increase circula-
tion to an area (much needed in a neuropathy 
patient). It could reduce and/or eliminate pain 
in as little as a few treatments and was chang-
ing the lives of patients with severe debilitat-
ing pain in o�ces across the nation.

After just a few minutes of treatment on patients 
with extreme and chronic pain of the worst 
kind, including neuropathy of the feet and legs, 
we had patients telling us how their pain levels 
had decreased and they were shocked. 

Some of them even had their pain alleviated 
after only one treatment.

We were able to reduce or even 
eliminate neuropathy pain of the 

worst kind.
Using the most recent technologies, I now o�er 
a non-invasive. non-surgical and painless neu-
ropathy pain treatment. I help patients reduce 
or even eliminate their neuropathy pain using 
deep tissue treatments, combined with speci�c  
non-surgical, non-invasive, relaxing re-integra-
tion and stimulation treatments of peripheral 
nerves using whole body vibration to increase 
their function quickly. 

Here’s what some patients have said 
about the treatments:

“I was on 14 medications and my doctors had 
told me I may need to have my foot amputated. 
I hadn’t been able to wear shoes other than san-
dals for years because of my swollen and painful 
feet. After going through this program, I’ve lost 
weight and my foot pain is gone. I can now wear 
normal shoes.”                                               

  Patient, N.S., Age 58

“I drive 120 miles to get this treatment because 
I had not been able to feel my feet for 15 years. 
I work on a farm and I would stumble and fall 
because I could not feel the ground under my 
feet. I’m getting older and I can’t a�ord to fall 
and break something. After the treatments, I 
was able to feel my feet and toes again. Now for 
the �rst time in over a decade, I have feelings in 
my feet.”  

  Patient, M.H., Age 85

So just how can you see if 
Dr. Willen’s Neuropathy Pain 

Relief treatment will help you to 
reduce or eliminate your foot 

or leg pain?

For a limited number of callers (we are lim-
iting this to the �rst 27 callers due to the 
response to this type of o�er), we are now 
o�ering our unique 6-Point FREE Evaluation...

FREE 6-Point
Leg and Foot 
Neuropathy 
Evaluation!

During your free evaluation, you 
will be checked for:

• Foot and Leg Circulation
• Nerve Sensitivity
• Pain Fiber Receptors
• Thermal Receptors
• Pressure Receptor
• Light Touch Sensitivity

(Normally Costs $40)

Once you’ve been evaluated fully and 
completely with our very thorough 

Neuropathy Treatment Evaluation, we will 
know if you are a candidate for this new 

painless and e�ective Neuropathy Pain Relief 
Program.

Call our o�ce right away to qualify for one of 
the 27 Free Neuropathy Evaluation 

Appointments!

Call Today
For FREE Evaluation

336.292.4900
Dr. Steve Willen, DC, CCSP
Willen Health & Pain Relief

5500 West Friendly Avenue, Suite 101
Greensboro, NC 27410

IF YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL TREATMENT, YOU HAVE THE LEGAL 
RIGHT TO CHANGE YOUR MIND WITHIN 3 DAYS AND RECEIVE A REFUND.

Federal employees exempt.
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William Powell is a certified trainer with the 
American Council on Exercise. His is a lecturer 

and coach in fitness and nutrition. He co-owns the 
Fitness Zone personal training studio, located at 5715-B 

West Market Street in Greensboro. For questions, appointments 
or more information, he can be reached at 336-382-7959. Visit 
www.WillPowellFitness.com. See ad on page 45.
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pain patients but when I recently heard this 
exclamation, my attention was particularly 
peaked. Let’s call this patient Bob. Bob is 62 
years old with neuropathy in his hands and 
feet. He had poorly controlled Type II Diabetes 
and his life was literally as he described it “a liv-
ing hell”. Clearly he was coming to the end of 
his rope. The nerves in his legs and feet were 
damaged and he was in HORRIBLE CONSTANT 
PAIN.

“I Can’t Sleep at Night!”
He complained to me, “I can’t sleep at  night 
because my legs feel like they are being 
eaten by little bugs or chewed on by small 
animals.”

During the day, he could hardly walk and ev-
ery step sent shooting pain like lightning from 
his toes and up his legs up almost to his knees. 
He had numbness in his feet and couldn’t feel 
them very well and had terrible balance prob-
lems. He was worried he might fall and injure 
himself.

He told me that he could not go on living with 
this constant debilitating pain that had made 
every day a tragedy.

I had to help this man!
I recently was fortunate enough to accidental-
ly discover a new non-invasive and non-drug 
treatment for severe and constant foot and 
leg pain caused by neuropathy.

I learned about a new type of non-surgical and 
painless laser-like high tech treatment that 
was working wonders with severe, constant 
chronic pain, including pain caused by neu-
ropathy.

It had the ability to quickly increase circula-
tion to an area (much needed in a neuropathy 
patient). It could reduce and/or eliminate pain 
in as little as a few treatments and was chang-
ing the lives of patients with severe debilitat-
ing pain in o�ces across the nation.

After just a few minutes of treatment on patients 
with extreme and chronic pain of the worst 
kind, including neuropathy of the feet and legs, 
we had patients telling us how their pain levels 
had decreased and they were shocked. 

Some of them even had their pain alleviated 
after only one treatment.

We were able to reduce or even 
eliminate neuropathy pain of the 

worst kind.
Using the most recent technologies, I now o�er 
a non-invasive. non-surgical and painless neu-
ropathy pain treatment. I help patients reduce 
or even eliminate their neuropathy pain using 
deep tissue treatments, combined with speci�c  
non-surgical, non-invasive, relaxing re-integra-
tion and stimulation treatments of peripheral 
nerves using whole body vibration to increase 
their function quickly. 

Here’s what some patients have said 
about the treatments:

“I was on 14 medications and my doctors had 
told me I may need to have my foot amputated. 
I hadn’t been able to wear shoes other than san-
dals for years because of my swollen and painful 
feet. After going through this program, I’ve lost 
weight and my foot pain is gone. I can now wear 
normal shoes.”                                               

  Patient, N.S., Age 58

“I drive 120 miles to get this treatment because 
I had not been able to feel my feet for 15 years. 
I work on a farm and I would stumble and fall 
because I could not feel the ground under my 
feet. I’m getting older and I can’t a�ord to fall 
and break something. After the treatments, I 
was able to feel my feet and toes again. Now for 
the �rst time in over a decade, I have feelings in 
my feet.”  

  Patient, M.H., Age 85

So just how can you see if 
Dr. Willen’s Neuropathy Pain 

Relief treatment will help you to 
reduce or eliminate your foot 

or leg pain?

For a limited number of callers (we are lim-
iting this to the �rst 27 callers due to the 
response to this type of o�er), we are now 
o�ering our unique 6-Point FREE Evaluation...

FREE 6-Point
Leg and Foot 
Neuropathy 
Evaluation!

During your free evaluation, you 
will be checked for:

• Foot and Leg Circulation
• Nerve Sensitivity
• Pain Fiber Receptors
• Thermal Receptors
• Pressure Receptor
• Light Touch Sensitivity

(Normally Costs $40)

Once you’ve been evaluated fully and 
completely with our very thorough 

Neuropathy Treatment Evaluation, we will 
know if you are a candidate for this new 

painless and e�ective Neuropathy Pain Relief 
Program.

Call our o�ce right away to qualify for one of 
the 27 Free Neuropathy Evaluation 

Appointments!

Call Today
For FREE Evaluation
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One of the most important body parts is also 
the most underutilized in modern 
society. Yes, it’s the legs. I guess the 

title of this article gave the answer away, but 
let’s look at why the legs are so important 
and why they are underutilized. 

We rely on our legs for locomotion to a 
large extent. In the course of locomotion 
many very important tasks are carried out 
such as stooping to pick up an item and travers-
ing varied terrains such as stairs, hills etc. As we 
navigate to where we are moving our bodies we 
must be able to do so efficiently and safely. To 
achieve safe and efficient locomotion of our bodies 
we need strong legs. 

By strong I mean having good muscle contractions 
in varied positions along with the range of motion of 
the joints of the leg, hip, knee and ankle. This allows 
us to increase the function of the legs by providing 
usefulness in a varied set of positions, i.e. minimal 
joint flexion positions such as walking or running 
on flat predictable surfaces, to moving through 
areas of uneven terrain and breaking a fall due to 
the un-predictability of the terrain. By the way, 
inability to break a fall could be deadly to older 
adults due to injuries (like  broken hips) sustained 
during the fall.

Strong legs also are the best machines available 
when it comes to exercising at intensities that aid in fat 
loss and reaching a healthier BMI (Body Mass Index). 
Consult a BMI chart to check your own BMI (there 
is one at  www.WillPowellFitness.com). The group 
of muscles found in the legs are the largest in the 
body, and as such have the potential to produce the 
most work (exertion) of any muscle group in the body 
through many forms of exercise. So when you consider all 
of this, the importance of strong legs becomes evident.

Now let’s look at the underutilization issue. In our affluent 
and very busy society we no longer have to walk or run to survive. 
Most of our daily occupations don’t require us to use our legs or 

even move our bodies in any fashion. 
Additionally much of our pastimes are 
spent engaging in electronic media ac-

tivities. Over time our leg muscles 
become less toned, weak and un-
able to perform duties that are essential to overall fitness. 
Additionally, weak muscles don’t support joints and this 

leads to knee and ankle joint inflammation and wear.
Now let’s look at methods of utilizing and building 

these very important muscles. The most basic 
method of building leg muscles is walking or run-

ning 10-30 minutes most days. This can be as 
basic as a walk around your office parking lot 

during breaks to taking a short walk/run 
session where you run for 1 minute then 

walk for 3 minutes. 
For those individuals who are 

looking for a more challenging 
leg muscle building routine, 
calisthenic exercises such as 
skips, bounds and lunges are 

very productive. For more of a 
challenge for even stronger legs 

resistance training is highly effective. 
Exercises such as barbell squats, weight-

ed lunges and stiff leg deadlifts are sure to 
build very strong and functional leg mus-
cles that not only are able to break a fall 
and burn lots of calories but also look great. 

If you desire these type legs and are 
taking steps to build them, then you are a 
bodybuilder! 

Building A Body With Strong Legs
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IS YOUR BUSINESS A WELL-KEPT SECRET?

Our readers are educated individuals who care about their wellness
and that of their loved ones. 

They are discerning about the health care they receive, 
the food they ingest and 

the products they purchase.
They may be looking for you! 

Help them find you. Advertise in Natural Triad.

336.369.4170
www.NaturalTriad.com
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The Hormone Makeover
7 Steps to Transform Your Life with

Bioidentical Hormones
Presented by Donna White, BHRT

Please join us for an exciting evening with Donna White, 
author of “The Hormone Makeover”. Women will learn about: 

 
• Hormone symptoms - Hot flashes, PMS, Menopause, 
   Depression, Anxiety, Bone Loss, Insomnia, Fatigue, 
   Low Libido, Brain Fog and how we treat them 

• Q&A with Alex Augoustides, MD & Jerry Beamer, RPh

Donna White, BHRT
Clinical Educator,
Author, Speaker

Thursday, November 10, 2011
at 6:30pm

Forsyth Technical Community College,  Bob Green Hall Auditorium, Room 139
2100 Silas Creek Parkway, Winston-Salem

RSVP by Monday, NOV 7
1-336-243-7609

Email: hormonalbalance@aol.com

PIEDMONT INTEGRATVE MEDICINE, PA
1411 Plaza West Road, Suite B • Winston-Salem, NC  27103

336-760-0240

Alex T. Augoustides, MD FAAP
PIEDMONT INTEGRATIVE 

MEDICINE, PA

Jerry Beamer, RPh
PILLTIME

COMPOUNDING LAB
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Tea is the most widely consumed 
beverage on earth after water. Tea 
drinking is a ritual steeped in the 

history, culture, and religions of those 
those who produce and revere it. Tea is 
also a sensual delight and has been used 
to ward off the chills, fatigue, and other 
common ills of everyday life since it was 
first brewed in China over 4,700 years ago.

Health Benefits
Tea has long been credited with the 

ability to restore energy, combat depres-
sion, aid digestion, and alleviate arthritis. 
Modern-day studies confirm many of these 
benefits and have identified the compo-

nents that are likely responsible. 
The natural caffeine content of tea 

increases energy. Tea also contains the 
amino acid theanine. Studies have found 
that theanine reduces stress and induces 
relaxation and that caffeine and theanine 
work synergistically to improve cognition 
and mood.  

Flavanoids are naturally occurring 
plant pigments abundant in tea.  Catechin 
is a type of flavanoid found in white and 
green teas. Studies show that catechins 
have powerful antioxidant, anti-inflamma-
tory, and antibiotic effects. When tea 
leaves are oxidized to make oolong or 
black teas, catechins are converted into 
theoflavins. Theoflavins, found only in 
oxidized teas, act as antioxidants as well 
and are believed to prevent dementia and 
reduce cholesterol. Research conducted 
by the USDA found that green and black 
teas have similar levels of overall antioxi-
dants.

Studies have found tea effective in 
preventing cancer, heart disease, and in-
fections. Both green and white tea appear 
to prevent sun damage and skin aging. 
Green and black teas appear to reduce the 
risk of strokes and diabetes. Green tea 
alone has been associated with weight loss 
and arthritis prevention, while black tea is 
associated with stress reduction and im-
proved immunity. Pu-erh tea appears ef-
fective in reducing cholesterol.

Types of Tea
All true teas come from the camellia 

sinensis plant. The leaves and sometimes 

Forsyth Integrative Therapy
an integrated path to health and well-being

Teaching You To Use
Your Powerful Subconscious Mind

To Achieve Your Goals

Hypnotherapy for Childbirth Classes
Prepare for Surgery • Control Pain
Accelerate Healing • Stop Smoking

Lose Weight

Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed
Certified Medical Support Clinical Hypnotherapist

1316 Ashley Square
Winston-Salem, NC  27103

336-768-7000
www.ForsythIntegrativeTherapy.com

the buds are plucked, usually by hand, and 
then processed into one of the major 
classes of teas. These classes, green, white, 
oolong, black, and pu-erh can be orga-
nized by their level of oxidation from green 
teas, which are not oxidized, to black teas, 
which are fully oxidized. Pu-erh teas, 
which are fermented after processing, have 
oxidation levels similar to black teas.

Green teas undergo no oxidation.  
Heat applied immediately after plucking 
destroys natural enzymes that would lead 
to oxidation. The leaves are then rolled and 
formed according to the tradition of the 
tea producer. Steeping green tea produces 
a light green or yellow liquor with a flavor 
often described as grassy and green.

White tea is made from unopened 
buds and young leaves harvested from the 
tip of each tea shoot. Tiny white hairs 
cover these buds giving white tea its name. 
Heat is applied to the tea after a short 
withering period during which slight oxi-
dation occurs. The leaves are then shaped 
and dried. Steeping white tea produces a 
pale, champagne-color liquor with a light, 
sweet flavor.

Oolong tea contains both the buds 
and leaves of fresh shoots.  Traditionally 
the leaves are shaken in bamboo baskets, 
bruising the edges of the leaves, leading 
to partial oxidation. Once the leaves are 
oxidized to the desired amount, between 
twenty and eighty percent, they are heated 
and dried. Steeping oolong tea produces 
a reddish-brown liquor with a smooth and 
complex flavor. 

Black teas are wilted and rolled to 

TEA

a cup of 
health 

& 
history
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release oxidative enzymes and allowed to oxidize completely. 
The leaves are then shaped and then dried. Steeping black teas 
produces a deep red or brown liquor with a flavor described as 
rich, earthy and sometimes malty. 

Pu-erh tea is fermented through the use of beneficial mi-
crobes after processing. Any of the major types of teas can be 
fermented to produce pu-erh teas. Steeping pu-erh tea produces 
a deep reddish liquor. The taste is often described as earthy and 
mellow with a slightly sweet aftertaste.

Caffeine levels present in teas result almost entirely from the 
brewing method. The notion that white and green teas have less 
caffeine than more oxidized varieties is a misconception. Oxida-
tion does not change caffeine content. Having come from the 
same plant, all teas have roughly the same amount of caffeine, 
but the less oxidized teas require a lower water temperature and 
shorter brewing time, leading to less caffeine being released from 
the leaves into the water. Thus brewed white and green teas tend 
to have less caffeine than the longer brewed oolong, black, and 
pu-erh teas.

Buying
Tea connoisseurs agree that loose leaf teas are superior to 

bagged teas. Wade Dibbert, the owner of Angelina’s Tea Shoppe 
in Winston-Salem, explained that typically loose leaf teas are 
made from whole or large pieces of tea leaves, while bags are 
made from small pieces or dust called fannings. Fannings are 
pieces of the tea leaves blown off with fans during the drying 
process. These small pieces are then packaged in tea bags. Be-
cause the pieces are smaller, bagged tea brews faster and half 
the amount of leaves produces the same volume of brewed tea, 
but they produce a bitter and less flavorful tea. 

Loose leaf teas are generally sold in bulk by the ounce. Dib-
bert sells 500 varieties of tea in his shop ranging in price from 
$1-$15 an ounce. Bulk loose leaf teas are available from several 
shops in the Triad. See TeaGuide at www.teaguide.net for a list-
ing. 

Mary Lou Heiss and Robert Heiss write in The Story of Tea 
that 20,000 distinctive teas are produced the world over. This 
incredible variety arises from the culture and growing condition 
of the places where teas are grown and processed. Dibbert ex-
plains, “Tea is similar to wine in that mineral deposits in the soil 
and even the weather during the growing season can alter the 
flavor.” 

Loose leaf teas should be stored in airtight containers away 
from light and heat. Metal tins, available for sale in most tea 
shops, are ideal for storage. Green teas are generally good for a 
year, black tea for two, and oolong tea somewhere between. 
Pu-erh teas, which are aged before selling, last for years.

Brewing
Brewing starts with good water. Spring water or filtered tap 

water are recommended, and according to Heiss and Heiss 
water should never be boiled more than once.

Proper brewing equipment is important but need not be 
complicated. Heiss and Heiss point out that, “millions of people 
the world over make tea under the most primitive of conditions,” 
The most important element is to “allow the leaves to circulate 
freely in the cup or pot.”  Dibbert recommends brewing the tea 
loose in a cup or pot and then pouring the liquid through a 
strainer or using a basket filter.

Using the proper amount of tea leaves is also important. One 
teaspoon of tea per 6 ounces of water is the standard recom-
mendation for most teas but may vary depending on the shape 
and size of the leaves. Consult the tea seller or tea packaging for 
guidelines.

The water temperature and length of brewing vary by type 
of tea. In general, white and green tea should be steeped between 
160 - 170 degrees fahrenheit, black tea and oolong tea at just 
below boiling, and pu-erh tea at boiling. Heiss and Heiss suggest 
bringing the water to a boil and waiting 5 minutes before steep-
ing white or green tea, 2 minutes before brewing oolong tea, 1 
minute before brewing black tea, and brewing pu-erh tea im-
mediately. 

After pouring the water over the leaves, cover the cup or pot 
to maintain a constant temperature and prevent evaporation. 
Heiss and Heiss recommend letting white and oolong teas steep 
for 90 seconds to 2 minutes, green for 2-3 minutes, and black 
and pu-erh for 3-5 minutes. All but black tea leaves can be steeped 
several times. 

Once the tea has finished steeping, remove the leaves en-
tirely by straining or removing the basket filter. Then savor the 
cup of tea that brings the tea gardens of far-off lands and thou-
sands of years of tea history home. 

Resources furnished upon request.

Submitted by Jan Wharton of Winston-Salem. For more informa-
tion, email jwharton@triad.rr.com

STEP OUT OF PAIN
The Rossiter Way

  Neck & Shoulder Pain      •   Arm, Wrist & Hand Pain
  Golfer’s or Tennis Elbow      Low Back Pain & Sciatica
  Hip Pain & Knee Pain      •   Plantar Fasciitis

336-708-1727
Kathy@RossiterSoutheast.com

ROSSITER CENTER
1400 Battleground Avenue, Suite 213

Greensboro, NC 
www.RossiterSoutheast.com

•

Kathy Howard, LMBT # 2259 
Senior Rossiter Instructor / Massage �erapist
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Katrina and John decided to take an 
early Thanksgiving holiday to Colo-
rado. Being an actively physical 

couple, the agenda was kayaking, hiking 
and relaxation.  They had a lot to be grate-
ful for, especially since they had recently 
overcome some huge obstacles; to them, 
success at times had seemed long overdue.  
Regardless of how overwhelming life ap-
peared at times, they had committed to 
put their focus on their faith; they made a 
clear cut decision to walk this out by faith, 
not by sight.  They had been determined 
to climb and move “their mountains” – 
they had a powerful vision of what was on 
the other side.

Walking along the path they observed 
the impressive reflections of the beautiful 
day “they ordered” over breakfast.  Ka-
trina’s eyes sparkled with happy delight as 
they watched the gleam come off the riv-
er’s water, swiftly cascading and crashing 
against the massive boulders along the 
banks.  As they gazed at a sportsman in a 
kayak bobbing with the water flow, their 
eyes quickly dashed to the silver missile 
action breaking upward through the sur-

face; the unflawed salmon were darting 
upstream.  The salmon were doing what 
was familiar—to the observers, the salmon 
were oblivious to the flow of opposition.  

John chuckled while watching the 
projectile action.  He said, “It reminds me 
of how I felt this year during those difficult 
times while we were moving our moun-
tains; it felt like I was often swimming 
against the stream".  Swiftly he felt a rush 
of gratitude come over him for all that they 
had accomplished, despite the opposing 
resistance of life.  He also realized that 
once we have found the courage to go 
through our fears, the fears get smaller and 
there is always another one waiting to 
greet us when we least expect it. The em-
powering part is that we can tell our 
subconscious mind, “Oh, I’ve already 
done this, I’m familiar and it’s getting 
easier.”

Like those salmon that must take ac-
tion to swim against the upstream flow to 
reach their destination, John was well 
pleased that he and Katrina had used their 
mind powerfully to stay focused on their 

Are You Swimming in the Flow
of Opposition?

>>>

How’s your Coffee IQ?
1. When was your coffee roasted?    
   Roasted coffee begins turning rancid  
   and bitter about 30 days after roasting.

2. Is your coffee among the 3% 
   purchased at Fair Trade prices from     
   the farmer? Or the 97% grown using  
   slave labor?

3. Is your coffee 100% organic? 
   Or loaded with lots of chemicals and  
   carcinogens?   

4. Do you know the health benefits of  
   drinking 100% organic coffee?  

5. Does your coffee pay you to talk   
   about it?

Shipped to you 
within 24 hrs of roasting.

Making a positive social impact.

www.cupajoe.ourmissioncoffee.com

336-409-5269  
cupajoe4u@gmail.com

Good Coffee       Doing Good

Our Mission Coffee

Locally family owned business for 
over 20 years...come see us!

336-722-0006
DiamondbackGrill.com

751 N. Avalon Rd 
 Winston-Salem

Holiday Parties
Delicious Nightly Specials

Vegan Options - Farmers Market Items
Homemade & Healthy Desserts
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Dinner & Late Night ~7 Days a Week

Fresh & Original, Reflecting Our 
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target.  They had previously declared in commitment, “Regardless 
of the strong differing tides, nothing will stop us from reaching 
our goal”.

For all of us, at times the current of civilization’s river is 
flowing fast and furious; perhaps even trying to pull us downward.  
Yes, it would be easier to float along with the stream of life’s 
current, but we are often called here on earth to swim against 
the flow.

When we stay sensibly focused on what can be, our vision 
can bring about an incredible journey and life seems so much 
easier. 

• If you knew what was waiting for you on the other side of 
your mountain, what would you do differently in your approach 
to getting to your targeted destination, goal, etc.?  

• Where would you be in life, if you put all of you into ev-
erything you did, every day of your life, like you are destined to 
succeed?

Over this special Thanksgiving holiday, dress your heart with 
a big smile and your mind with an attitude of gratitude for all 
your blessings.  Your mind will either play your vision or your 
mountain; it’s all up to you.  Your faith will work whichever way 

you guide or plant it.  I encourage you to stay focused on the big 
picture – look down in the currents of you soul and discover the 
stretch of water that has to be walked before you can obtain your 
miracle, your success.  Keep in mind, fear is an acronym (False 
Evidence Appearing Real) and remember, before you can walk 
on the water, you must get out of the boat.

Polly Humphreys is a Life Success and Wellness Coach and Be-
havior Modification Coach at Alternative Wellness & Beyond.  A 
skilled professional with a multitude of expertise and specialized 
tools, Polly helps youth and adult clients employ a practical ap-
proach in developing their mind for reaching their peak potential 
and success accomplishment.  Client -Centered sessions: de-
signed to help Polly’s clients obtain clarity and take actions that 
un-lock their maximum potential and personal performance.  
Cutting edge techniques for sports enhancement, academic ex-
cellence and building healthy self-esteem.  Surpass with Smoking 
cessation, stress - weight management, major life changes and 
banishing fears.  Expect to Succeed!  Free consult and appoint-
ments: 828-504-2003.  Educational Web: www.alternativewell-
ness.net

Wishing you and yours a wonderful Thanksg iv ing f illed wi th grat i tude .

LovingSense 
Aromatherapy, LLC

dba Loving Scents   &   Scents-ible Solutions

Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aromatherapy Supplies
Specialty Blends for Individuals and Special Populations

Aromatherapy Classes, Lectures, Community Talks
100 Hour Certification Program in Clinical Aromatherapy

Personalized Consultations (by appointment)

1203-F Brandt Street • Greensboro, NC  27407
336.294.7727

GreatSense@LovingScents.com

www.LovingScents.com

It makes GreatSense 
to spend your 

Aromatherapy cents on 
Scents-ible Solutions
by LovingSense at 

www.LovingScents.com

SUSAN HARDING
Integrative Health Coach

336.707.4180
susan@thenextstepihc.com
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REGARDING PAIN:
Interaction

of

In Part I (Natural Triad, October 2011, p.21ff) we saw that a 
medical condition as serious as ankylosing spondylitis, a very 
painful breakdown of fascial tissue in the body, apparently 

was resolved by consumption of very large quantities of vitamin 
C and a regimen of laughter, which was induced by viewing 
movies and listening to and reading humorous books. We noted 
that, more recently, under the care of a local Emotional Freedom 
Technique practitioner J.R. Ranger, a woman with a twenty-year 
history of muscle pain and deterioration became pain-free for 
the first time in twenty years but refused further treatment to 
maintain and deepen the pain-free state into permanence. The 
woman explained that, if that happened, she would lose the car 
provided her as long as she suffered from her condition.

She chose – and it clearly was a choice – pain, over giving 
up her “free” van. Insanity?  Or something else?  Let’s look a 
little deeper, not just at this woman’s life choices, but at the 
choices of multitudes of other persons suffering pain. From here 
on we diverge from the actual facts of this woman’s case, using 
an accurate composite example from many within our own files. 

Part 2

MIND BODY

With the onset of pain, after trying this or that remedy at home, 
most people in the U.S. go first to their local doctor, then up the 
line to various orthopedic or neurological or other specialists. 
That’s our system. The healthcare economy is designed that way, 
with the basic driver being money mediated by insurance. You 
have it , or you don’t: you get care, or you don’t. Some who are 
financially well off may self-insure, some get care through Medi-
care, Medicaid or other government support; others go without. 

There are myriads of problems with this system. There is 
however, one glaring, single underlying flaw that often guts the 
system, causing repeated failures and costing billions of dollars 
while unnecessarily prolonging pain. Nobody talks about it, 
because it’s lost knowledge. It’s that the “doctor within,” which 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer described as being within each individual, 
is given (1) little recognition and (2) less responsibility.

No medicine, no surgery, no needles, no meridian-tapping 
or other procedure causes healing unless there is alignment in 
the client’s body, mind (including emotions) and spirit; that is, 
the client is fully committed to healing – to moving into wellness 
which is more than the disappearance of symptoms. She or he 
doesn’t just want to, or wish to, or try to. She commits to the 
attainment of the state of wellness. That commitment must be 
there for the healing to occur.

Commitment to wellness must exist at all levels of being for 
the action of healing to occur. That means conscious, unconscious 
and subconscious forces all have to be in alignment. Any one of 
those that is not in alignment can and will sabotage the process, 
which morphs from a done deal to a try, and Yoda told us all 
about trying years ago. Not clear?  Let’s get inside our client’s 
mind for awhile, remembering that the body is an extension of 
the mind, or, in other words, the mind includes the body.

Here’s the scene. A person has this unrelenting pain, has 
suffered with it for twenty years. It came about because of some 
trauma, which could be physical – a blow, a slip and fall to the 
ground, an automobile wreck, or years of accumulated emo-
tional abuse, which is somehow triggered into a physical-pain 
causing event. This proximal cause, as the insurance companies 
call it, may be an auto accident, a fall down steps, or a blow to 
the body. Our client has run the gamut of medical practitioners, 
spent thousands of dollars of her own and the insurance com-
pany’s money, put in countless fruitless hours in doctor’s offices, 
and still the pain persists.

Finally she arrives at a practitioner who literally resolves her 
pain – it goes away and stays away for two weeks, but she turns 
the healing down, cold!  What happened?  Well, let’s take a crack 
at it. As a little girl, sometime probably between ages three and 
five, her mom locked her out of the house, wouldn’t let her back 
inside for a long time, despite tears and pleading. Finally the 
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child wet her pants. When Mom did let 
her in,  cold, frightened and embarrassed, 
or Dad arrived to find her outside, and a 
fight between Mom and Dad ensued, the 
child made some unconscious decisions 
about herself; and it was about herself, 
because at that age the child doesn’t dis-
tinguish cause outside of herself (or him-
self). So, “I’m unlovable,” or “I’m unwor-
thy,” coupled with the feeling of being “all, 
all alone,” (in adult language, the feeling 
of abandonment)  lodges in her body/
mind. In fact, all of these ideas are feelings 
– emotional feelings with physical com-
ponents. The child doesn’t know these are 
feelings. They occur for her as the truth. 
She, because of her developmental stage, 
lacks the capacity to distinguish the differ-
ence.

So now her core belief, or who she IS 
that she IS, centers around “not good 
enough,” “unlovable” and “unworthy.”  
But nobody can continue to live with that 
core belief as up-front operating system, 
so the ego creates an alternative “self,” one 
that works in the world and keeps her 
“safe” (a relative word -- here it’s the illu-
sion of safety that permits continued 
functioning), providing a behavior that 
keeps her fed, housed, clothed, etc. In her 
unconscious mind, it keeps her from dying, 
which for an alarmingly large number of 
us, is literally accurate. For the rest of us, 
not so much in reality, but it lives as the 
truth and provides that all-important 
means to keep on keeping on over the top 
of core beliefs such as “unworthy.”

Now, since this artificial self is built 
by the ego, the ego protects it as the truth. 
The ego by the way, is that function of the 
mind that is charged with protecting the 
individual from harm, and as such is ab-
solutely necessary. To survive well, it is 
essential to get out from in front of onrush-
ing vehicles, to remove our hands from 
flames, refrain from sticking fingers in light 
sockets…  We don’t want to lose the ego.

When the ego function becomes de-
ranged, however, as when it is protecting 
core beliefs created by an immature child, 
it can cause grievous harm, which is the 
case in point here. The child created the 
core beliefs in reaction to her environ-
ment. The ego adopts the core beliefs as 
the TRUTH, a kind of lens or filter through 
which the mind views the world. In our 
example, what’s then always in the back-
ground, at the very foundation underlying 
anything the person does, thinks or feels, 
is “I’m unworthy, I’m unlovable.”  This is 
a causative force. It literally rules the per-

son’s life, causing her to act in such a way 
as to bring about the familiar feeling of 
“I’m unworthy.”  In later years, if she begins 
to succeed at some great task, to flourish 
in a career, to become free of pain, she 
will experience growing unease, agitation 
and fear until she does something to  
thwart that success, to sabotage it so that 
she comes back to the familiar feelings of 
“not good enough, unlovable.”

This fear that she feels in reaction to 
her success is so strong because the ego 
fears (correctly) that it will lose control of 
the mind/body if she experiences real 
freedom, actual aliveness or freedom to 
be. The ego is totally identified with the 

core beliefs. This would be not such a big 
deal except that she is unaware that she is 
not the ego, nor is the ego her. She has 
identified with the ego, holds it as the truth 
that the ego is she. Therefore, if she, in our 
example, becomes pain-free – by defini-
tion worthy – she’ll die. The result is that 
anything that controverts the core beliefs 
is treated as a threat, a very, very lethal 
threat.

All this is not thought about, not ra-
tional. There is no awareness of these 
levels of consciousness and the forces 
acting therein. Furthermore, there is no 
access to the forces through thinking and 
doing, no matter how intelligent or edu-
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cated she may be. Access is non-cognitive: 
she cannot think her way through it. There 
is no way to “fi x” it. Access comes through 
being, only. The risk must be faced, em-
braced and gone through. Even though it 
feels like certain death (yes, the same kind 
of feeling you’d get when facing a hungry 
tiger, or a rifl e-mounted bayonet in the 
hands of a kill-crazed attacker), this core 
belief held as truth by the ego must be 
breached.

Enter the practitioner, speaking now 
from my own experience. As practitioners 
it’s our job to lead the client into the fi eld 
wherein these core beliefs were created, 
safely facilitating engagement, embrace-

ment and release of causative forces – the 
core beliefs from both her physical body 
and her mind (again, there’s no real differ-
ence between the two – this is a conve-
nience-of-speech separation). The client 
has to be provided a suffi cient sense of 
safety that she will be willing to risk what 
feels like imminent death; and in this pro-
cess, as a result of fully being, of express-
ing who she is, what she really desires, 
what she’s feeling, the pain drops away.

The Way In
But what does the client do? What 

brings her to the place that she’s ready to 
begin a new life, characterized by freedom 

of SELF- expression, of living life to the 
fullest?  This is the question we’ve asked 
over and over, of many, many clients. 
There’s no single answer, but here’s a sum-
mary of what we’ve heard, over the years, 
given without individual attribution. 

~I couldn’t live any more all crippled 
with pain, not being able to work in my 
garden, to bake, go to the store. I missed 
my friends too much – it hurt being away 
from them…

~I fi nally realized that the drugs were 
sapping my life. Yes, the pain was dulled 
and I could move around and do things, 
but there was no life, no fun, no joy in 
living that life.
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~I found the courage to leave [a hus-
band who was physically abusive to her 
and her small children] when his income 
fell in the ‘70’s recession. I went to work 
to bring in food and found that I could. 
That leaving gave me enough self-esteem 
to realize, over time, that I didn’t have to 
live my life in physical pain.

~My work, my students, my research 
my husband suffering PTSD, my horses – 
all these were way too important to me. I 
didn’t care what all the doctors said, there 
had to be a way out of this pain.

~I’d tried everything!  I fi gured, what 
the h***, I’ve spent all this money, put in 
all the effort, I doubt this’ll work, but I will 
not rest until I fi nd a way out of this [pain], 
even if it looks crazy.

One common denominator is trade-
off – what can, indeed must be given up 
to make room for something better?  Each 
of these people gave up “knowing” in 
some way: knowing what was “wrong” 
with them; that a diagnosis was the truth; 
that, because a doctor had said there was 
no hope, there wasn’t; that they deserved 
the pain; that, because the pain had been 
around for 20 years, it would always be. 
It’s a form of surrender to the real SELF, to 
the soul, if you will – of seeing and feeling 
beyond what’s in present manifestation in 
the body, in relationships, in life, to the 
possibility of wholeness, of life lived to the 
fullest. 

It’s also a trade-off of SELF for role or 
identity– as wife and mother, as engineer, 
professor, welder, as peacemaker in the 
family – as anything that provides the 
semblance of safety, yet leaves the person 
unexpressed, unsatisfi ed, unfulfi lled.

In the end, there came a time for each 
of these – and there can for all of us if we 
will allow it – when, instead of living in 
“…present fears [being] less than horrible 
imaginings”, we, along with George Ber-
nard Shaw, “..rejoice in life for its own 
sake. Life is no 'brief candle' to me. It is a 
sort of splendid torch which I have got hold 
of for the moment, and I want to make it 
burn as brightly as possible before handing 
it on to future generations.” (Man and 
Superman, Dedicatory Letter)

Written by Kent McKeithan, with Elsa 
McKeithan and Rebecca Vogler, McKei-
than Pain Treatment Center, 1169 Edge-
brook Drive, Winston-Salem, NC 27106
For an appointment, call 336-761-0501. 
Please visit www.mckeithanptc.com

HEADACHE WELLNESS CENTER

A headache center that knows 
your headaches aren’t just in your head
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STILLPOINT ACUPUNCTURE
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229 E. Raleigh St. Siler City, NC 27344 / 919.663.1137
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Low-Carb Pumpkin Cheesecake

Make crust:
1 + 2/3 cup almond meal 
1 tsp cinnamon 
1/2 tsp ginger 
1/2 stick butter (melted)

Make filling:
3 8 oz packages of cream cheese (regular or low fat)–softened 
1 15 oz can pumpkin 
1 cup alternative sweetener (like erythritol best for baking) 
2 tbsp cinnamon 
1 tbsp ground nutmeg 
1 tsp ginger 
1/2 tsp allspice 
1/2 tsp sea salt 
1 tbsp vanilla extract 
5 eggs 
1/3 cup heavy cream

Preheat oven 375 degrees F 
Combine all ingredients and press into bottom and sides of a    
   large spring form pan 
Bake for 10-11 minutes until golden brown, set aside

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F 
Place cream cheese in large mixing bowl and beat until fluffy  
   (scraping sides down often) 
Add pumpkin and sweetener, beat well 
Add spices and vanilla, beat well 
Add eggs one by one, beating throughout 
Add heavy cream and beat another 1-2 minutes 
Pour mixture into pan over crust 
Bake 80-90 minutes until center is no longer jiggly in the
   center, remove and let cool 1-2 hours 
Remove sides from pan and place in refrigerator to chill
   until ready to serve (preferably overnight)

       COOKING corner

Jill is an ACSM-certified Personal Trainer and MS in Nutrition. Jill runs her own online personal training and fat-loss nutrition 
website: http://www.jillfit.com and trains in-person clients in Winston-Salem, NC. She also works with her husband and fellow 
NT writer Jade Teta for his fitness & lifestyle company Metabolic Effect, Inc. Contact Jill via email: info@jillfit.com. 

Jill Coleman

Low-Carb Pumpkin Cheesecake

It’s Holiday time! We could accept the inevitable 2-5 lbs of weight 
gain OR find healthier, less detrimental ways to indulge our sweet 
tooth and hit January 1st ahead of the game. I vote for choice #2, 

which is why I love taking traditional recipes and giving them fat-loss 
makeovers–still enjoying a sweet treat, but without the sugary guilt.

You will notice that this recipe uses foods that tend to be higher 
in fat like almond meal (good fats), butter, cream cheese, etc, not unlike 
traditional cheesecake. When choosing to eat fatty foods or sugary 

foods, I usually recommend choosing fat.  Sugar is the biggest waistline enemy.  So if you want to lose more fat or simply avoid 
weight gain during this holiday season, try to maintain a diet lower in high-glycemic index foods and moderately low in more 
slowly-absorbed starches.  However, you will want to watch portion sizes with something like this–it is certainly not a free-for-all. 
Higher fat also means higher in calories, so be prudent.  More than anything, it will help you maintain throughout the holidays, 
especially if you try to keep your bites of goodies to 5-10 at a sitting (or a moderately-sized slice).

Three Treasures Tai Chi LLC
for the study & practice 
of the peaceable arts

10 Tai Chi and Qigong classes 
   per week in the Winston-Salem area
Workshops & retreats
80+ years of collective experience

‘
‘‘

www.ThreeTreasures.org
336.659.1599

info@threetreasures.org

Gentle chiropractic care • Massage therapy • Reflexology 
Nutrition • Pain Relief • Neurofeedback

Personalized care

Dr. Susan Sykes, Doctor of Chiropractic

2505 Neudorf Rd., Clemmons
336.766.0888 • www.advancechiropracticnc.com
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What are the fundamental needs of human life?  And 
what does it really mean to be alive?  Many times we 
think in terms of food and shelter. Yet history is full of 

stories of men and women who survived prolonged periods of 
deprivation without these basic elements. And we likely all know 
people who have abundant food and luxurious shelter who do 
not seem to be fully alive. It appears that there are at least two 
things going on at the same time—one is visible, tangible, and 
exterior; the other is interior, hidden, and invisible to the physi-
cal eye. Another way to express this truth is that all of us live an 
outer life and an inner life, and ultimately it is the inner life that 
is primary. For example, there are two teachers who work at the 
same school, make the same pay, and live in the same neighbor-
hood. Yet one drags to work, yells at the kids, and is drained at 
the end of the day. The other wakes up excited each morning, 
delights in the kids, and goes home tired but with a deep sense 
of the satisfaction of having accomplished something important 
that day. What is the difference? One way to look at it is to say 
that in their inner world they have differing capacities to draw 
on hope, meaning, and connection.

HOPE
Let’s take a deeper look at each of these qualities. What do 

we mean by hope? Sometimes we think of hope as being most-
ly future oriented, trusting in difficult times that better days will 
come. This orientation to the future is part of hope, yet perhaps 
its greatest power lies in the uplifting of spirit that it brings in the 
present moment. The following is an excerpt from a poem 
scratched on the walls of a cellar in Cologne, Germany by a Jew 
hiding from Nazi persecution:

“I believe in the sun
even when it is not shining

And I believe in love
even when there's no one there

But I believe in God
even when he is silent

I believe through any trial
there is always a way.”

Hope is contagious and timeless, reaching beyond culture, 
geography, and gender. Many people today report that after read-
ing this poem, they felt more hopeful about their own life cir-
cumstances. According to many biopsychosocial researchers, 
people who are “high in hope” actively problem solve when their 
life goals are challenged, and use strategies such as acceptance, 
reframing (meaning making), and humor to cope with their dif-
ficulties. As a result, they experience a richer quality of life.

MEANING
So now let’s explore meaning and what it actually means to 

“make meaning.”  Today many researchers on the issue of 
chronic pain are concluding that pain and suffering are not in-
terchangeable terms. It is not pain itself, but how individuals 
interpret their pain, that determines whether the pain is experi-
enced as suffering. According to Victor Frankl, an Austrian neu-
rologist, psychiatrist, and concentration camp survivor, what 
made the difference between life and death for him and for many 
others who survived the death camps was the ability to make 
personal meaning even in the midst of painful conditions. In his 
book, Man’s Search for Meaning, he writes:

HOPE, MEANING AND CONNECTION
“The Glory of God is a human 

being fully alive”
                                  —Saint Irenaeus
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by 
Sandy Seeber, LPC

“For the meaning of life differs from man to man, from day 
to day and from hour to hour. What matters, therefore, is not 
the meaning of life in general but rather the specific meaning 
of a person's life at a given moment.”

Neuropsychologists tell us that our brains are pre-pro-
grammed to seek and make meaning. The right brain receives a 
stream of information from the environment, while the left brain 
works to build a meaningful and orderly world out of the right 
brain’s felt meaning of a situation. While science has given us a 
pretty clear understanding of the linear, logical left brain’s role 
in meaning making, the right brain has been mostly overlooked 
in this regard. Jill Bolte Taylor, a Harvard trained brain scientist, 
had a massive stroke that affected the left hemisphere of her 
brain. In her book, My Stroke of Insight, she describes how this 
debilitating stroke gave her a life changing revelation regarding 
the remarkable power of the right brain to make meaning. Dur-
ing a period of time when her left brain was completely shut 
down—and she could not walk, talk, read, or recall any of  life 
events beyond four hours—her right brain was completely func-
tional. As a result, she experienced a sense of complete wellbe-
ing, happiness, and deep peace in the midst of these tragic cir-
cumstances. Fully recovered today, she travels worldwide to share 
her experience and her message that inner peace can be available 
to anyone. 

CONNECTION
Isolation is a major issue for many people today. This isola-

tion occurs on many levels. According to the US Census Bureau, 
in 2010 there were 99.6 million single households over the age 
of 18, representing over 44% of the adult population. Even tra-

ditional families with husband, wife, and 
children are often separated by geographical 
distance from grandparents and extended 
family members. By and large, we no longer 
automatically feel that we are born into and 
supported by a natural community. On another level, the pace 
and stress of our modern lifestyle, and pressures to succeed, make 
money, and be accepted often result in the outer life taking pre-
cedence over the inner life, with the result that we even feel cut 
off from ourselves. On yet another level, our post-industrial 
revolution mindset has predisposed us to elevate and isolate 
human intelligence, and to believe that we live in an essentially 
“dead” and unintelligent universe, made up mostly of inert mat-
ter and empty space.

This kind of isolation was unheard of in earlier times when 
people by and large lived in communities that depended on one 
another for survival, in a lifestyle that unfolded at a slower pace, 
and who saw themselves as a dynamic part of a greater whole 
in a universe that was alive, intelligent, and responsive. Saint 
Francis beautifully captures this sense of connection and related-
ness in his poem, Canticle of the Sun. With gratitude he ad-
dresses each element personally and appreciates the special gifts 
of each—Brother Sun, Sister Moon and Stars, Brothers Wind and 
Air, Sister Water, Brother Fire, Mother Earth, and even Sister 
Death. 

According to Einstein, the most important question a person 
can ask is “Is the universe a friendly place?” New scientific un-

Quality Supplements  l  Holistic Nutritional Support  l  Acupuncture

1301-D West Wendover Ave.  l Greensboro
At the corner of Wendover & Grecade St.

336.232.4847
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Wed. 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
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the Brands

Recommended by 
Dr. Elizabeth Vaughan!

Go to www.TheNaturalVitalityCenter.com for health tips, special offers and to subscribe to our newsletter!
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derstandings based on the study of the subatomic world of 
quantum physics show us that our created world is not only intel-
ligent but operates on the principle of relatedness. When we 
affirm that “the universe is a friendly place,” the quality of our 
life improves. We are more likely to embrace connectedness at 
all levels and value ourselves; nurture our relationships; develop 
caring communities; lovingly respect and enjoy nature; and re-
solve conflicts peacefully recognizing that in harming others we 
harm ourselves.

Clearly, the degree to which we personally embrace these 
qualities of hope, meaning, and connection has a great deal to 
do with the quality and happiness of our lives, as well as with 
our physical, psychological, and spiritual well-being. In many 
ways, these are the qualities that make us human. If this is true, 
then it behooves us to take some time to reflect on our lives, and 
ask:  To what extent do I embody hope, meaning, and connection 
in my life?  

SELF ASSESSMENT
One simple way to assess yourself is to use a scale from 0-10 

and rate where you believe yourself to be along this scale in 
regard to each of these three qualities. To begin, pick a specific, 
current situation that is presenting particular challenges and dif-
ficulties for you right now. Where do you see yourself along these 
continuums? Keeping the situation in mind, circle the number 
where you see yourself in each category. You may even want to 
give yourself two scores—one for when you are stressed, over-
whelmed, and on automatic pilot, and one for when you are able 
to stop, reflect, and set your intention to be fully present and 
conscious.

LOW HOPE                                                          HIGH HOPE
1        2         3         4        5        6        7        8        9        10

If you are like most people, you rated yourself higher in some 
areas, and lower in others, and you also found a difference be-
tween your automatic responses and your conscious ones. If you 
scored yourself low in some of these qualities, what can you do?  
We can’t go shopping for them, or go to a doctor and get a pre-
scription!  Because these qualities—hope, meaning, and con-
nection—are fairly abstract, it may seem difficult to know where 
to begin.  

YOUR BODY IS THE GATEWAY TO YOUR MIND
One thing that can help is to recognize that these qualities, 

in addition to being lofty ideals, are actually embodied energies. 
In Tai Chi and Chinese Medicine, there is no such thing as some-
thing being either spiritual or physical. Everything is seen as part 
of a single continuum to which there is both seen and unseen 
aspect. Because we as human beings live in bodies, it is often 
easier for us to understand, access, and experience something 
in our bodies first. Many ancient wisdom traditions agree that 
the body is actually the gateway to your mind. 

Your mind is like the ocean and your body is like the beach.
If you want to go to the ocean, you’d better go to the beach.      
—Sufi Saying

The good news is that, without realizing it, we are either 
opening or closing the door to these energies every day with the 
physical movements we make with our bodies. By becoming 
more conscious of these movements, and setting our intention 
to cultivate these qualities, like flowers in a well tended garden, 
they begin to grow and flourish in us. Let us begin by noticing 
how each of these qualities may or be expressed in and through 
our bodies. 

HOPE
Most people experience hope physically as an upward and 

outward movement. Archetypal stories and images of hope often 
center around “mountain top experiences.”  To find hope for his 
people, Moses had to climb a mountain to receive the ten com-
mandments. In his final speech calling our country to the hope 
of equality among all people, Martin Luther King said “I’ve been 
to the mountaintop!”  In our everyday language, we often say 
that hope “rises.” In our bodies, when we slouch, slump down-
ward, or make a habit of keeping our gaze lowered, we block 
the experience of hope. On the other hand, any rising movement 
that we make, whether it is simply to stand taller, raising our eyes 
upwards toward the sky, or especially lifting our hands or arms 
above our head, sends a message of hope out to every cell in our 
body-mind. 

MEANING
Most people will describe their body experience of finding 

LOW MEANING                                            HIGH MEANING
1        2         3         4        5        6        7        8        9        10

LOW CONNECTEDNESS                  HIGH CONNECTEDNESS
1        2         3         4        5        6        7        8        9        10
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meaning as a downward and inward movement. Archetypal 
stories and images around meaning often center around some 
kind of journey of descent, often fraught with life threatening 
challenges and perils of various kinds. In the Bible we have the 
story of the buried treasure in the field for which we are required 
give up everything. Dante in The Divine Comedy must first de-
scend into hell to learn some important lessons before he is able 
to ascend into paradise. Carl Jung wrote that all mythology around 
descending into the underworld is a metaphor of the journey 
downward and inward that we must make in order to find our 
true purpose in life and our eternal self. In our everyday language 
we say that we need to get “down to the bottom” of things to 
truly understand them. In our bodies, when we live our lives 
always trying to “be up” for challenges, or to get the “upper hand” 
and focus our awareness primarily on the upper part of our bod-
ies and in our heads, we block the experience of discovering 
meaning in our bodies. On the other hand, whenever we drop 
our attention into our lower bodies and down into our feet and 
the earth below, shift our gaze from the outer world to the inner, 
or drop our fingertips toward the ground, we are opening the 
inner senses of the body and inviting the experience of making 
meaning.

CONNECTION
The body experience of connection tends to more subtle 

than our body experience of hope and meaning, yet if we attend 
to it, it is quite tangible. Most people experience connection 
physically as including some awareness of a “felt center” or inner 
core that connects with a matching/mirroring inner core of a 
person or thing in the outer world. Energy aware people describe 
these connections as “threads” that weave a tapestry of connec-
tion around our bodies taking the shape of a circle. When we 
have abundant connections between our inner core, others, and 
nature, we feel supported by this circle in our life and in our 
world. Most indigenous people developed stories and mythol-
ogy around the importance of the circle and the center including 
the ancient people of China who actually developed physical 
qigong practices to foster personal a experience of these qualities. 
The quote below is from Black Elk, Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux. 

“In the old days all our power came to us from the sacred 
hoop of the nation and so long as the hoop was unbroken 
the people flourished. The flowering tree was the living center 
of the hoop, and the circle of the four quarters nourished it. 
The east gave peace and light, the south gave warmth, the 
west gave rain and the northwith its cold and mighty wind 
gave strength and endurance. This knowledge came to us 
from the outer world with our religion.”

 In our everyday language, we often say that we need to feel 
“centered” when chaos strikes and we call upon our “circle of 
friends,” or our “inner circle” for help. In our bodies, when we 
lose our experience of living, speaking, and acting from a “felt 
inner center,”  or when we become overly focused on looking 
at our life from only one direction (usually front and forward), 
we block the experience of connection in our bodies. On the 
other hand, when we physically touch or inwardly move into a 
place that feels like our core, or feed our senses with perspectives 
from multiple directions, we open to the messages that are com-
ing to us from the inherent “relatedness” within the subatomic 

reality of each cell in our body.
So now I invite you to try a practice using breath, mind focus, 

and simple movements to help  grow hope, meaning, and con-
nection in your life!  

STANDING LIKE A TREE MEDITATION
TO THE FOUR DIRECTIONS

Standing Like a Tree is a classic Tai Chi practice. Many thou-
sands of years ago people noticed that trees lived much longer 
than people and began to study the ways of trees. They noticed 
that trees draw energy from their deep roots descending deep 
into the earth and energy from the sky through their tall branch-
es stretching upwards into the sky. The solid trunk of the tree 
holds the core life energy of the tree and the connection between 
above and below. 

To begin, find a quiet, comfortable place for your practice. 
You don’t need much room, but the energy of the practice will 
be enhanced if you practice outside or, if the weather does not 
permit this, at least in a room with a window where you can see 
outside. Start by facing south, or if you are inside, toward your 
favorite window.

Stand
Begin by standing with your feet approximately shoulder 

width apart, and your knees slightly bent. Imagine yourself to be 
your favorite kind of tree in a beautiful place. Imagine that your 
body from the waist down is beneath the earth, and that your 
legs and feet are sending powerful and plentiful deep roots into 
the ground to gather strength, stability, and nourishment. Imagine 
that your upper body and arms are light, flexible branches stretch-
ing up to the sky, gathering life giving light from the sun, releas-
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ing oxygen waste for carbon dioxide.  
Imagine that the trunk of your body is your 
core, which also functions as an antenna, 
holding a connection for you between 
earth and sky. Imagine that there is a  el-
evator inside of you that you can ride down 
into your deepest roots and up to the high-
est branch of your being. 

Elevator Breath
With your arms hanging naturally at 

your sides, and your head, heart, and 
belly in alignment, bring  your awareness 
inside and imagine a column or channel 
in the center of your body that opens out 
into the sky above your head and down 
into the earth below your feet. In Tai Chi, 
this column is sometimes called your “Tai 
Chi pole.”  Other names include “Central 
Equilibrium” or “Core Channel.”  This 
breathing practice focuses on opening the 
densest portion of the channel which is 
between the upper chest and the base of 
the torso. Repeat three times.

• Inhale and ride the elevator down 
this core channel to your heels. Feel the 
weight of your body shift onto your heels.

• Exhale and shift the weight of your 
body onto the balls of your feet and ride 
the elevator back up the core channel to 
your upper chest.

Sound and Movement
After you get the feel of moving the 

breath up and down in the core channel, 
you can strengthen the practice by adding 
sound and movement. Repeat three times.

• As you inhale, make a sound as 
though you are sucking up air through a 
straw….chuuuuuu…and at the same time 
allow your hands to float up to your chest.

• As you exhale, breathing out through 
your mouth, make the sound haaaaaaa…
and at the same time let your hands 
lightly float down to the belly. 

Return to your Center
Press your palms together over your 

heart. Breathe back and forth between 
your belly button and the point opposite 
your belly button on your spine (approxi-
mately between L-4 and L-5 on your 
lumbar spine). Take three breaths.

Rotate through the Four Directions
If you have time, repeat this practice 

in each direction. For example, if you 
began in the south, turn to the west, north, 
and finally to the east. If you don’t have 
time, begin your next practice facing a new 

direction.

Washing the Organs:  
A Finishing Practice

With your hands at your sides, bring 
them up over your head and all the way 
down the front and center of your body, 
palms facing the ground. Repeat three 
times.

Regular practice is the key to making 
changes. It is better to practice for 5 min-
utes every day than for 30 minutes once a 
week. See if you can practice every day 
for two weeks. Whenever you feel like 
doing it, go back and reconnect with your 
problem situation and assess the amount 
of hope, meaning, and connection avail-
able to you now. Remember that often the 
most profound effect of your practice oc-
curs outside of your practice time. For 
example, you may notice that you are 
walking down the street and notice that 
you feel more hopeful for no special rea-
son; receive a helpful insight while you are 
washing the dishes;  or after dinner that 
you want to go outside and look at the 
sunlight sparkling on the wet leaves after 
the rain. Enjoy your practice and remem-
ber that it takes time for your body to 
change your mind!

I would like to give special thanks to 
my Tai Chi partners Alan Graham, Beverly 
Isley Landreth, and David Harold for part-
nering with me in presenting our Tai Chi 
retreat on Hope, Meaning, and Connec-
tion and for creating space, support, and 
inspiration for developing some of the 
ideas and practices in this article.

Sandy Seeber is a Licensed Profes-
sional Counselor and Associate Healing 
Dao Instructor. She is a certified practitio-
ner of Energy Psychology, Body Mind 
Psychotherapy, and Healing Touch, and is 
a certified Enneagram Trainer and Laby-
rinth Facilitator. She is in private practice 
at 112 South Spruce St. in Winston-Salem 
and teaches Tai Chi and Qigong (Chi Kung) 
with her Three Treasures Tai Chi partners 
Alan Graham, Beverly Isley Landreth, and 
David Harold. For more information about 
the CONTINUUM workshop on Novem-
ber 11th, and December workshops, 
classes, or private sessions please see the 
NewsBrief and Calendar sections. Visit 
www.sandyseeber.com and/or www.
threetreasures.org; call 336.724.1822; or 
send an email to sandy@sandyseeber.com
See ad on page 33.
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DEEP CLEAN IS ‘TRULY GREEN’

We use a Dry Extraction cleaning system by HOST. Carpets are 
ready for immediate use and spots won’t return. The HOST carpet 
cleaning chemistry is literally the greenest certi�ed carpet clean-
ing chemistry in the world. Carpeting is your home’s biggest �lter 
and regular cleaning improves indoor air quality. With a single 
cleaning using the HOST system independent studies have shown 
a 78% reduction in dust mites, 85% reduction in cat allergens, and 
a 97% reduction in mold spores.

WHAT IS THE ‘TRULY GREEN’ PROGRAM?

We have started a program that re-purposes what we extract from 
carpets. For every 1 pound of post cleaning by-product produced, 
we create 2 pounds of absorbent material. This material is now 
being used to reduce hazardous liquid runo� in land�lls. ‘TRULY 
GREEN’ is a legitimate, quanti�able program and not just a green 
washing marketing term. We have plans to roll this program out 
on a national basis to make a signi�cant positive environmental 
impact.

WE HAVE RECEIVED NATIONAL INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

The Host Professional Cleaners Association that currently has 
about 500 members throughout the U.S. recognized us for tech-
niques developed right here in the Triad. We demonstrated under 
microscope that a signi�cantly soiled carpet can be cleaned leav-
ing no moisture or residue behind on the carpet �bers. Too much 
remaining moisture after cleaning and spots can wick back to the 
surface within a few weeks. If too much chemical residue is left 

ADVERTORIAL

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT

on �bers it can attract dirt back and re-soil quickly. We provide a 
lasting clean and spots will not return. 

OTHER SERVICES

We o�er upholstery cleaning using the lowest moisture system 
on the market and, of course, green certi�ed chemicals are used. 
We use 1/7 the amount of water that a traditional upholstery 
cleaner would use. We also clean carpets made with delicate 
natural �bers such as wool oriental’s. We o�er carpet repair and 
stretching also. 

OUR COMMITMENT

We provide: 
Exceptional Work that Produces Superior Results.
Attention to Detail
Fair Pricing
Commitment to Customer Service that Far Exceeds Expectations

We service Greensboro and nearby surrounding areas. Estimates 
and carpet inspections are always free, and we put a huge em-
phasis on customer service. If you provide dramatic lasting results, 
treat people fairly, and do it at a reasonable price, your business 
will grow. Word of mouth referrals speak for themselves.  

Please visit www.triaddeepclean.com to learn more about our 
company. To learn about the system we use visit www.hostdry.
com. Call us  at 336.558.7949 to schedule an appointment for your 
free estimate.

Soap and neutralizer with eloptic energy cleans your 
body internally & externally. Naturally balanced & biode-
gradable. Cleans your environment without being toxic.

SEE WHAT THIS WONDER 
CAN DO FOR YOUR HEALTH!

For info and FREE sample call
Bernard’s Light
336-389-1930

ASK ABOUT WEIGHT LOSS.
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Dr. Don G. Lane - General Dentist
4303 Country Club Rd.       Winston-Salem, NC 27104

336-760-8700    
www.lanedds.com

Adrienne Core - Miss NC 2010, 
Miss America contestant 2010

“I love my Lane and Associates smile!” 

Lane and Associates Family Dentistry offers quality family dental care 
in a comfortable, Mercury-safe environment. 

We accept most insurance plans and are network providers for 12 major insurance networks,
 including Metlife, Delta, United Health, Cigna, Assurant, Dentemax and more.

LANE AND ASSOCIATES FAMILY DENTISTRY

Free Professional Whitening for Life*
*$300 value with doctor approval; some restrictions may apply; visit www.lanedds.com for details
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Ask us about having your own home-based business

Windell and Maggie Dorman
Independent Distributors

For information or to order, visit www.myvemma.com/wdorman 
or call 

336-454-6469
or email 

LiveBetter4Life@yahoo.com

The most complete Liquid Nutrition 
Program on the market
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SAGE DRAGONFLY
Janet Blevins H.H.P., L.M.B.T. #2835
2307 W. Cone Blvd., Ste 184, GSO
 336-501-2031     
www.sagedragonflyworkshops.com

With 13 years experience and dual Holistic 
Health Practioner degrees, Janet offers a 
variety of services. Massage/Asian Body-
work/Energy/Shamanic & Wraps are avail-
able by appointment. See ad on page 15.

BODYWORK
CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
3410 Deep Green Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-282-9734  -  www.chimports.com

Pure and natural essential oils. Custom 
blending, bottling and labeling available. 
For information and samples, contact num-
ber above. See ad on page 38.

AROMATHERAPY

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INTERNALLY FIT
Barbara Aultman, 
Certified Colon Hydrotherapist
906 Portland Street, Greensboro
336-638-3858

10 years experience. Class II Medical De-
vice. Current special pricing: all colonics 
$40 ($65 value). Must call for an appoint-
ment. Visit www.nc-internallyfit.com.

COURSES
KNEADED ENERGY® SCHOOL OF 
MASSAGE
404 State St. - Greensboro 
336-273-1260     
www.kneadedenergyschool.com

Continuing Education Program offered at 
Professional Massage Therapy Diploma 
Program. ENROLL NOW!  Day and Evening 
Massage Therapy Certification Program is 
accepting students. Weekend CE programs 
offered year-round. Call or visit web site for 
calendar. 

        COMMUNITY resources

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS & BEYOND
Polly Humphreys-Behavioral Modification 
Consultant Specialist; Health and Success 
Coach; Neuro-linguistic Programming and 
EFT Practitioner. Free Consult & Client 
Centered Sessions: 828-504-2003
www.alternativewellness.net

You have two minds; one you are born 
with and the other you create.  As a person  
thinks in their subconscious mind, so they 
are!  Polly uses highly effective and skilled 
empowering processes that generating 
rapid goal attainment. This allows clients 
rapid access into the part of their mind that 
makes permanent desired decisions and 
changes.  When suitable, personal coach-
ing  and specialized tools and techniques 
are combined to harness the power of the 
client’s mind. Achieve more than you ever 
thought possible; more easily, more rap-
idly and efficiently than personal coaching 
alone.  Polly has extensive training with 
prestigious NGH organization.  Christian 
and Spiritual Values are applied when ap-
propriate.  Sessions: Sports performance 
enhancement and academic excellence 
- memory retention; self esteem building; 
public speaking confidence; wellness and 
banishing fears; and smoking cessation and 
weight management, etc. 

LOVING SENSE AROMATHERAPY, LLC
1203-F Brandt Street
Greensboro, NC 27407
336.294.7727    www.LovingScents.com

Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aroma-
therapy Supplies ~ Specialty Blends for 
Individuals and Special Populations ~ Aro-
matherapy Classes, Lectures, Community 
Talks ~ 100 Hour Certification Program in 
Clinical Aromatherapy ~ Personalized Con-
sultations (by appointment)
See ad on page 26.

Ask us about having your own home-based business

Windell and Maggie Dorman
Independent Distributors

For information or to order, visit www.myvemma.com/wdorman 
or call 

336-454-6469
or email 

LiveBetter4Life@yahoo.com

The most complete Liquid Nutrition 
Program on the market

HAIR CARE
MOLLY MEBANE
buff natural nail bar and salon
The Village at North Elm
305-D Pisgah Church Rd. - Greensboro
For Free Consultation: 336-209-4551

Molly's special areas of expertise include 
color corrections, custom color and preci-
sion cuts. Her goal is to achieve the perfect 
color that will enhance skin tone and eye 
color along with the perfect cut that not 
only looks great on her clients but works 
well with their lifestyles. See ad on page 14.

This is personal.
One-on-one physician directed 

weight management service

Richard Schaffer, MD
In the Shoppes at Friendly:

3352 W. Friendly Ave, Suite 125 
Greensboro, NC 27410

www.mdwwm.com | 336-292-3376

November Special
$35 off 3-month package

includes:
• 1 hr initial consult & physical
• 5 follow-up visits
• B-12 injections
• Personalized weight loss plan
• For more info, visit www.MDWWM.com
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SuStainable Weight ManageMent 
     through a personalized exercise program and nutritional support

CoMplete FitneSS aSSeSSMent 
     used to design a personalized health and wellness program

FunCtional agility training 
     to improve movements in daily activities

liFeStyle CoaChing
to help make changes necessary for ongoing health and wellness

NOT COMFORTABLE IN A CLUB ENVIRONMENT?
Try a Studio That Offers Personal Attention.

Call William Powell

5715-B West Market St. • Greensboro

336.382.7959 

www.WillPowellFitness.com

Group Boot Camps & 
Couples Training 

available

Openings for 
Fitness Coaches & 
Personal Trainers

PRIZMS CENTER FOR MINDBODY  
INTEGRATION LLC
www.prizms-ahealingplace.com        
336.761.5071
Downtown Winston-Salem

Bringing together the best in 
holistic services, our profes-
sional cross-trained staff inte-
grates massage/bodywork (re-
laxation and therapeutic), Reiki/
energy work, holistic counseling 

and traditional psychotherapy, including 
EMDR, to address individual client needs 
of Body, Mind, Soul, and Spirit. Classes and 
trainings also available. All hours by ap-
pointment. Conveniently located in down-
town Winston-Salem near Business I-40. All 
services provided by fully licensed and/or 
certified staff. See our website for addi-
tional details and staff/contact information. 

MCKEITHAN PAIN TREATMENT CTR 
Kent McKeithan, Rebecca Vogler
1169 Edgebrook Dr. - Winston-Salem 
336-761-0501     www.mckeithanptc.com

Treating chronic pain, 
preventing acute pain 
from becoming chronic.
•Our full attention and 
commitment that your 
pain be resolved, not  

“managed”. 
•Two experienced practitioners listen to 
you – carefully – to understand the nature 
and extent of your unresolved pain. 
• Specific treatment customized to address 
the CAUSE of your pain.              NCLMBT2054-

TRIAD NATURAL HEALTH CENTER
214 East Mountain Street, Suite 101
Kernersville. 336-655-2832
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc

Dr. Sheppard is a graduate of Bastyr Uni-
versity and a Washington state licensed 
naturopathic physician, and a NC licensed 
acupuncturist. Naturopathic and Oriental 
Medicine embrace balance in the Body-
MindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, herbal 
therapies, clinical nutrition, homeopathy, 
acupuncture and naturopathic and Chinese 
physical therapeutics. Achieving balance 
promotes health and wellness in the Body-
MindSpirit. Discounted Fees!  Limited time!

DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St. - Greensboro 336-
292-9216 / deeprootsmarket.com

Greensboro’s only natural foods coopera-
tive, we are a community-owned grocery 
store providing a variety of fresh & pack-
aged foods, all-organic produce, bulk 
grains, flours, fruits, nuts, & herbs, & a 
complete vitamin & supplement line. Serv-
ing the Triad for over 30 years. Mon-Sat 9-8, 
Sun 12-7. See ad on page 48.

ORGANIC

PAIN TREATMENT

WELLNESS CENTERS
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave  206 East Center Street
Lexington, NC  336-236-7187

Evaluate the level of your energy flow with 
a meridian stress assessment. Non-inva-
sive. For more information, call or email  
tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net. See ad on 
page 31.

mind|body|fitness yoga
2949 Battleground Av, Greensboro
(adjacent to Earth Fare)   392-9224
www.mindbodyfitnessyoga.com

Offering Ashtanga/Vinyasa/Flow yoga 
classes as  well as gentle, restorative prac-
tices including Yin, deep relaxation  and 
Insight Meditation. Morning, mid-day and 
evening classes for all  levels in an eco-
friendly studio.

THE CENTER FOR HOLISTIC HEALING
1623 York Ave Suite 103 - High Point NC 
336-841-4307     www.center4holisticheal-
ing.com

The Center for Holistic Healing is an inte-
grative healing center. Our desire is to offer 
you an opportunity to work on yourself as 
a whole; mind, body, and spirit, with the 
help of a team of professionals. We offer 
mental health counseling, acupuncture, 
Reiki, massage, healing touch, registered 
dietician services, yoga, and wellness fo-
cused groups and classes. Call or visit our 
website for more information. See ad on 
page 43.

YOGA & TAI CHI

NATUROPATHIC 
PHYSICIANS

NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CLINIC OF 
NC & METABOLIC EFFECT
2522 Reynolda Rd.,  Winston-Salem, 
336-724-4452         
www.naturopathichealthclinic.com

Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS; Jade Teta, ND, 
CSCS, Jillian Sarno Teta, ND. Helping indi-
viduals & families optimize wellness with 
comprehensive science-based healthcare. 
We utilize natural therapies—functional 

WEIGHT LOSS
MD WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGE-
MENT - Richard Schaffer, MD
3352 W. Friendly Ave., Suite 125, GSO
336-292-3376    www.mdwwm.com

We offer a unique one-on-one physician-
directed weight management service to 
Greensboro and the surrounding areas, 

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY OF 
HIGH POINT 
2400 S. Main St. High Point
336-259-8138
 
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is now available 
in the Triad. Can be used for many, many 
conditions including Autism, ADD, MS, 
Cerebral Palsy, Stress, Arthritis, Chronic 
Fatigue, Allergies & Asthma, muscle and 
tendon pain. See ad on page 36.

BODY & SOUL TOTAL WELLNESS, PLLC
Lorey Miller Crite, LCSW
711 Milner Drive Suite A
Greensboro, NC         336-285-9596
www.bodyandsoultotalwellnesspllc.com     

Our trendy studio effortlessly blends Clini-
cal Social Work Consultative Services, 
Massage and Bodywork Therapy, Zumba, 
Aerobic Kickboxing, and Partner Dance 
Instruction. See ad on page 36.

HOLISTIC HEALTH 
STUDIO

nutrition, homeopathy, acupuncture, func-
tional exercise, botanical & environmental 
medicine—that treat the cause of disease, 
rather than just managing symptoms. See 
ad on page 40.

located in The Shops At Friendly Center 
across from Harris Teeter. See ad on page 
43.
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SuStainable Weight ManageMent 
     through a personalized exercise program and nutritional support

CoMplete FitneSS aSSeSSMent 
     used to design a personalized health and wellness program

FunCtional agility training 
     to improve movements in daily activities

liFeStyle CoaChing
to help make changes necessary for ongoing health and wellness

NOT COMFORTABLE IN A CLUB ENVIRONMENT?
Try a Studio That Offers Personal Attention.

Call William Powell

5715-B West Market St. • Greensboro

336.382.7959 

www.WillPowellFitness.com

Group Boot Camps & 
Couples Training 

available

Openings for 
Fitness Coaches & 
Personal Trainers
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Friday, November 4

Transitions – A Group For Women Experienc-
ing Change. 1-2pm. Free. The Center for 
Holistic Healing is offering a support group 
for women in the midst of change. Life is an 
ever emerging journey which can be difficult 
to traverse alone. Whether you are facing a 
job loss, retirement, divorce, death of your 
spouse, the reality of aging and/or relationship 
changes, this group can offer you a safe, 
peaceful place to be with other women facing 
similar transitions. Led by Patricia Tadlock. 
Refreshments will be served. Donations are 
appropriate. For more info, please call The 
Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or 
visit www.chhtree.com.

Saturday, November 5

Meditation Workshop. 2-5pm. Our workshop 
focuses specifically on Chinese meditation for 
health, healing, and spiritual development. 
The practice is done sitting on the floor, in a 
chair, or even standing. Exercises to strength-
en willpower, concentration, and self-disci-
pline will be covered, along with other re-
lated material. Your instructor, Eric Reiss, has 
nearly forty years experience in T'ai Chi 
Ch'uan, Qigong, and meditation. He is Chief 
Instructor of Silk Tiger School of T'ai Chi 
Ch'uan, and is certified by the National T'ai 
Chi Ch'uan Association, Los Angeles, CA in 
Taoist arts.Bring you own zafu, or use the 
props provided. The fee is 25. if registered by 
Oct. 30, or 35. after. Location: Triad Yoga In-
stitute, 3940 W. Market St., Greensboro. Call 
to register and for more info:  336-449-3284 
and visit:  www.silktigertaichi.com
 
Eat to Live: A Live Food Preparation Class. 
3-5pm. 11/5 and 11/12. Led by Edwana 
"Iyata" Taylor, students will learn to prepare 
simple, delicious live foods! This educational 
and interactive four part series will teach 
students about the healthy benefits of a live 
food lifestyle such as increased energy, weight 
loss, greater longevity without disease, and 
an overall wellness of the mind body and 
spirit, Each week students will gain valuable 
practical knowledge and experience to begin 
the live food lifestyle. Each class will feature 
an informative lecture with handouts, recipes 
and a shopping list. The second hour of the 
class will be interactive as students will pre-
pare and enjoy their live food creations. The 
series will cover juicing, breakfast, lunch and 
dinner meals with some ethnic live food 
meals. This class meets once weekly for 4 
weeks. We hope you will join us for this in-
formative and fun experience in eating and 
preparing live foods! Cost: $240 for the 
4-week series. For more information please 
visit www.chhtree.com or call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307.

Saturday, November 12

Wellness & Energy Work Fair. Ever wanted to 

try Reiki, Chakra Balancing, Huna, Reflexology 
or other energy work modalities but couldn’t 
for one reason or another? Well now is your 
time to try them out. 7 energy workers will be 
on hand all day to offer free 15 minute ses-
sions. Sessions are offered on a first come, first 
served basis. Tips are welcome for our volun-
teer energy workers. Come make a day of it! 
Eclectic By Nature, 407 State Street, Greens-
boro. (336) 373-0733 www.eclecticbynba-
ture.com

Free Talk: Your Body’s Always Talking, Are You 
Listening? 11am-12noon. BodyTalk System is 
a unique healing protocol based on asking 
your Innate Wisdom a series of questions to 
determine your energetic blocks and how to 
quickly and easily dissolve them. By "talking" 
to your Higher Self, we are able uncover your 
subconscious blocks and create a series of 
links to reconnect your energetic systems.
Come experience how powerful this is at the 
Live Demo during Donna’s talk. Location – 
Greensboro School of Creativity 900 16th St. 
Greensboro during the Art of Well Being Expo. 
For more information please contact Donna 
Burick at 336-540-0088, donna@donnabu-
rick, www.donnaburick.com

Qigong for Health & Healing. 2-5pm. Our 
workshop focuses specifically on Chinese 
Qigong exercises to promote the healing of 
pre-existing ailments and the prevention of 
future illness. Qigong is anti-aging medicine 
in movement form. It is practiced with a se-
rene, meditative mind, and leads to fitness and 
long life!  All levels of ability are welcome!  
Your instructor, Eric Reiss, has nearly forty 
years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, Qigong, 
and meditation. He is Chief Instructor of Silk 
Tiger School of T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certi-
fied by the National T'ai Chi Ch'uan Associa-
tion, Los Angeles, CA in Taoist arts. The fee is 
$25 if registered by Nov.8, or 35. after. A DVD 
will be made available to aid in your home 
practice. Location: Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 
W. Market St., Greensboro. Call to register 
and for more info:  336-449-3284 and visit:  
www.silktigertaichi.com

Monday, November 14

Healing Touch Clinic. Various appointment 
times available. (Also, December 5) Healing 
Touch sessions are regularly $60 for a one 
hour treatment. On clinic days, a 30 minute 
session will be offered for $30!  Healing Touch 
is an energy based approach to health and 
healing. The goal of Healing Touch is to restore 
harmony and balance in the energy system 
thus placing the client in a position to self 
heal. Experience Healing Touch....discover an 
integrative therapy that can help you to 
achieve spiritual insight, decreased anxiety, 
lessening of physical or emotional pain and 
improved general well being. This is a great 
way to try Healing Touch with Pat Tadlock. A 
limited number of appointments are available. 
Cost:  $30 for a 30 minute appointment. We 
hope you will join us! For more information 

please call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com. 

Wednesday, November 16

Natural Pain Management Techniques. 1:30-
3:30pm. Discover natural ways to approach 
pain management through breathing exer-
cises, energy system techniques, meditation, 
visualization techniques, and coping skills!  
Learn how to bring greater peace to your body 
and yourself and reduce the pain and stress 
you experience. We hope you join us for this 
empowering workshop on natural pain man-
agement techniques! Led by Christina Allen, 
Reiki Master-Teacher. Cost: $20. For more 
info, call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Thursday, November 17

Reiki Clinic. 4-8:30pm. Reiki is a Japanese 
form of touch therapy that supports holistic 
well being by focusing on the main energy 
centers (chakras) and the subtle energy bodies 
we tend to neglect in our day to day life. We 
would love for you to experience this gentle 
yet powerful energy therapy. Hence, the Cen-
ter For Holistic Healing is now offering Reiki 
Clinics. On clinic days, Reiki will be offered 
in 30 minute sessions for $30. Reiki sessions 
are regularly $60 for a one hour treatment. 
Many people find Reiki to be balancing, calm-
ing, centering, grounding and connecting. 
Appointments are required. For more informa-
tion please call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Saturday, November 19

Energy Medicine: Physical, Emotional, Spiri-
tual Healing. 9:30am-12Noon. Energy medi-
cine is a comprehensive term that is used to 
describe a variety of integrative therapies in-
cluding Healing Touch and Reiki. The tech-
niques used to manipulate the energy within 
the body are derived from ancient cultures 
and religions. The energy system or life force 
reflects health and wellness.  Dis-ease is the 
result of an imbalance in this vital life flow of 
energy. When the energy balance is restored, 
the body can begin the work of healing from 
within. There are various systems which create 
the energetic body including the energy field 
or aura, the energy centers or chakras and the 
energy tracts or meridians. The Center for 
Holistic Healing will offer a workshop to 
provide participants with information on en-
ergy medicine and how this integrative ap-
proach can offer improved well being,  relax-
ation, enhanced healing and relief from pain. 
The science behind energy healing including 
how the life force of the body functions will 
be discussed. Led by Patricia Tadlock, RN, 
Certified Healing Touch Practitioner and Reiki 
Master/Teacher, this will be an experiential 
workshop. Pre-registration is required and is 
limited to ten participants per class. Cost:  $30 
which will include hand-outs and a $30 gift 
certificate to be used toward a $60 Healing 
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Touch or Reiki session. Please visit www.
chhtree.com for more information. Call the 
Center for Holistic Center at 336-841-4307 
to reserve your space and receive your cer-
tificate toward a healthier future.

Burlington's Annual Christmas Parade. 10am. 
FREE admission. Burlington's annual Christ-
mas parade. The parade includes a variety of 
entries such as floats, antique cars and bands. 
This event draws a large crowd, so arrive 
early to get your spot along the parade route. 
The parade starts downtown on Front Street 
turning at Worth, and again at Davis making 
it's way to Spring, Maple Avenue and then 
finally continues along Main Street ending at 
the YMCA.

Monday, November 21

Reiki Circle. 6-7pm. FREE event. Led by Mi-
chelle Vaughn, Reiki Master/Teacher, this will 
be a relaxed environment open to people of 
all paths and traditions to practice Reiki, con-
nect with like-minded individuals and/or ex-
perience Reiki for the first time! As a group, 
we will create sacred, healing space as we 
give ourselves permission to receive healing. 
Each participant will have the opportunity to 
give and receive treatment in "round robin" 
style. No experience is necessary. Donations 
appropriate. Please call to reserve your space 
at this special event!  For more information 
please call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Thursday, December 1

Re-charging the Heart Chakra Experience. 
12Noon-4pm. Sign up for a private Reiki ap-
pointment to boost your heart chakra energies 
and open your Spirit to absolute abundance, 
Love, and Gratefulness. This treatment will 
include supporting aromatherapy with 100% 
essential oils, a personal, guided meditation 
for exploring and opening to the infinite well 
of Love available to you, all while being sup-
ported by a Reiki treatment for opening the 
heart. Live your Heart - fueled joy! Led  by  
Christina Allen, Reiki Master Teacher. Cost: 
$30 for 30 minutes. For more information 
please call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Monday, December 5

Tap Away Holiday Stress. 1:30-3:30pm. Use 
Energy Tapping for Peace of Mind and Body. 
Led by Sandy Seeber LPC and Alan Graham 
DC. The holiday season can be fun and joyful, 
but also be stressful for many people. Energy 
Tapping can help you reduce stress, feel more 
relaxed, and manage the overwhelm of shop-
ping, special events, partying, and visiting 
with relatives! Cost:  $25. Location: 1700 
Ebert Street At the Shepherds Center in Win-
ston-Salem. Space is limited and registration 
is required.  To register, email sandy@threet-
reasures.org or call 336.724.1822 and let us 
know you are coming.  Please bring cash or 
a check made out to Three Treasures Tai Chi 
with you to the workshop.  Go to www.three-
treasures.org/events.html  for additional event 

and advertising details.

Wednesday, December 7

Grateful Heart Circle. 11am-12Noon. To-
gether in a supportive, nurturing environment 
we allow our heart energies to soar through 
the sharing of gratitude!  This gathering is fa-
cilitated by Reiki Master-Teacher, Christina 
Allen and will include some Native American 
love flute to open the heart energies, a" From 
the Heart" gratitude sharing from group mem-
bers, and a guided meditation to fully awaken 
the Heart Chakra to its fullest potential. Led  
by  Christina Allen, Reiki Master Teacher. Cost: 
Free - Love Donation Gratefully Accepted. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Thursday, December 15

Stress Release Experience. 12Noon-4pm. Sign 
up for a private Reiki appointment to release 
end of the year stress, and enjoy your now 
moment!  This Reiki treatment will include 
supporting aromatherapy with 100% essential 
oils, a personal guided meditation for cleans-
ing the body, mind, and emotions of stress, a 
Reiki treatment to support this release, and 
finally a rose - water hand wash to symbolize 
your commitment to "wash" your being of 
stress and accept into your life and being the 
Spiritual stillness and peace that surrounds 
you at all times. Led  by  Christina Allen, Reiki 
Master Teacher. Cost: $30 for 30 minutes. For 
more information please call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com.
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monday
Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2–6pm. Still-
point Acupuncture Community Clinic offers a 
low cost, community-centered way to provide 
acupuncture treatments for a wide variety of 
health concerns. Making acupuncture afford-
able and convenient are the primary aims 
of this clinic. Using a model similar to that 
practiced in China, the clinic setting allows us 
to see more people at once, thereby reducing 
our cost and yours. Call 336-510-2029 for 
an appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr. GSO. www.
stillpointacupuncture.com

Community Acupuncture Clinic at The 
Center for Holistic Healing. 3:30-5:30pm. 
Come experience acupuncture with Jennifer 
Langdon! Our acupuncture clinic offers effec-
tive affordable treatment in a relaxing group 
setting. Patients receive professional, safe, 
personalized care in a peaceful group center. 
By treating several patients at once we lower 
our costs and pass our savings on to you. The 
types of conditions that this setting is most 
conducive for include: Anxiety and stress, 
Headaches, Digestive problems, Insomnia, 
Addictions, Acute and chronic pain, Smok-
ing cessation, Emotional problems as well as 
general health maintenance and relaxation. 
$30/patient. Appt. required. For more info: 

tuesday
BLISS.  9-10am. With heart centered healing 
and creative expression, BLISS blends guided 
meditative movements, energetic dancing, 
centering balance, and powerful strength 
moves. Be present to your body wisdom, 
while embracing joyful movement as a tool for 
self-healing from pain, injuries, and physical 
limitations. Tune inward with rhythmic univer-
sal music to uplift your spirit, invigorate your 
body, deepen relaxation, and nurture mindful-
ness. BLISS fit all shapes, all sizes, all ages, 
and all energy levels. Location: Greensboro 
School of Creativity 900 Sixteenth St. GSO 
www.greensboroschoolofcreativity.org. $10 
drop-in fee or 8 classes for $70.00 Contact 
Denise Pastoor at dpastoor@holisticmuse.com 
or 336-207-7959.

Nia Classes. 9-10am. Also, Thursdays and 
Fridays. Nia is a unique blend of dance, mar-
tial arts and healing techniques. Focusing on 
pleasure and potential, the benefits of Nia 
include increases in cardiovascular health, 
flexibility, creativity, and emotional and spiri-
tual well-being.  This class is appropriate for a 
wide-range of fitness abilities. Come explore 
"the joy of movement".  First class free, $10 
to drop-in, or 5 classes $40.  Greensboro 
Cultural  Center, studio 305, 200 N. Davie St. 
GSO. for more info contact Cynthia at (336) 
554-5156 or wolfe.cm@gmail.com

Tai Chi for Arthritis 9:15-10am. Also Thurs-
days at the Shepherds Center at 1700 Ebert 
Road in WS. This class is free. Taught by Su-
san Meny, Senior Center Director. For more 
information or to register, call the Shepherds 
Center at 336.748.0217 or email smeny@

call 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Aerobic Kickboxing. 6:30-7:30p and Saturday 
10a-11a: Aerobic Kickboxing infuses elements 
of personal defense, dance and kickboxing 
into a high energy workout to the rhythm of 
today’s hottest music. Lose weight, trim up, 
relieve stress and boost your self-confidence 
by taking our Aerobic Kickboxing class to-
day! Tyson Topping holds certifications in 
Personal Training and Group Fitness through 
IFTA. Unlimited Monthly Fitness Passes $19. 
Affordable. Fun. Fitness. Location:  Body & 
Soul Total Wellness, PLLC 711 Milner Drive 
Greensboro. 336-285-9596

Tai Chi Fundamentals: An Intergenerational 
Tai Chi Class. 7-8pm. For people of any age at 
the Shepherds Center, 1700 Ebert Road, WS. 
Cost $20/month. First class is free. Taught by 
Sandy Seeber and Alan Graham with Three 
Treasures Tai Chi. For more info or to register, 
call Alan at 336-416-9426 or email info@
alangrahamdc.com.

Mindfulnessfor Healing. 7-8:30pm. Each 
Monday in Nov.  A series of four group ses-
sions at The Greensboro School of Creativity.  
$20 per session or $70 for the full series. These 
sessions provide a safe and non-judgmental 
environment for those interested in increased 
self awareness and improved ability to cope 
with stress. Basic concepts will be presented 
throughout the sessions; however, the majority 
of time will be spent in an interactive/experi-
ential process through which members will be 
guided and supported to be in present moment 
awareness while allowing painful thoughts, 
emotions and physical symptoms to be expe-
rienced without judgment or resistance.  As 
members allow and accept all experiences, 
natural movement will occur toward bal-
ance and insights will arise.  Members will 
experience the healing power of presence and 
wholeness. Contact Judy Mitcham, RN MSN 
with questions and to register: jsmitcham@
gmail.com or 336-833-5887.

sunday
Couples Back Massage Workshop. 11am-
2pm. Learn how to give a professional style 
back massage. Private 3 hour workshop by 
experienced and licensed therapist. Sunday 
special - $99 (save $50!!). By appt only. Call 
Alderman Myofascial Therapy at 336-339-
5058 or E-mail Aldermanmassage@gmail.
com. NC LMBT # 7515. 2102 North Elm Street 
Suite H-6, GSO. Visit Alderman.massageth-
erapy.com for directions and details.

Essence Tai Chi. 7:30-8:45pm. Taught by Rod-
ney Owen, this is an in-depth Taijiquan (Tai 
Chi).  This class provides a deep focus of the 
cornerstone practices of Tai Chi in a simple 
yet powerful format.  In particular, this class 
covers Hunyuan Qigong; the 12 movement 
Hunyuan Taiji form; Wuji meditation; basic 
push hands and partner drills for balance and 
sensitivity training; Qi development tools; silk 
reeling exercises; and the Taiji ruler (stick).  
This class is conducted in an energetic and 
peaceful environment that is appropriate for 
practitioners of all ages, skill, and fitness lev-
els. Cost: $10/session. For more information 
please call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com. 

Zumba. 7:30-8:30pm and Saturday 9-10a 
Zumba is a Latin-inspired, calorie burning fit-
ness workout designed to whip your body into 
shape using today’s spiciest music!  Zumba 
is at the forefront of the fitness world and is 
popular with both men and women. Mambo, 
Cha Cha, and Meringue with our Zumba Certi-
fied Instructors. Christy Hill and Tyler Pierce 
are ready and waiting to energize, motivate 
and inspire you burn approximately 800-1000 
calories per workout!  Unlimited Monthly 
Fitness Passes $19. Affordable. Fun. Fitness. 
Location:  Body & Soul Total Wellness, PLLC 
711 Milner Drive Greensboro. 336-285-9596
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wednesday
Tai chi for seniors age 50 and above. 12 noon 
at the Shepherd Center Ebert Street location 
in WS. Cost $20 for Nov. 2, 9, 16, 30. First 
class is free. Taught by Sandy Seeber and Alan 
Graham with Three Treasures Tai Chi. For 
more information or to register, call Sandy 
at 336.724.1822 or email Sandy at sandy@
threetreasures.org

shepherdscenter.org

MS Support Group. 3rd Tues. of each month. 
11:30 AM Do you want to make new friends 
who understand what it is like to live with 
MS? Join a self-help group and talk with other 
about how to live and cope with MS. Held at 
Kathleen-Clay Library, 1420 Price Park Drive, 
GSO. Call Jackline at 681-4025 for details.

T'ai Chi Classes. 12:30-1:30pm. Also Thurs-
days same time. T'ai Chi for health, meditation 
and self-defense. Improve balance, strength 
and flexibility. Beginners welcome. Triad 
Yoga Institute, 3940 W. Market St., GSO. 
336-449-3284. Phone for special introductory 
rates. Your instructor has 35 years experience 
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified to teach 
by  The National T'ai Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los 
Angeles, CA. See full class schedule at www.
silktigertaichi.com. 

Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2:30– 5:15pm. 
Offering a low cost, community-centered 
way to provide acupuncture treatments for 
a wide variety of health concerns. Making 
acupuncture affordable and convenient are 
the primary aims of this clinic. Using a model 
similar to that practiced in China, the clinic 
setting allows us to see more people at once, 
thereby reducing our cost and yours. Ap-
pointments suggested, but walk-ins accepted 
if space available. Call 336-510-2029 for an 
appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr., GSO. www.
stillpointacupuncture.com

Date and Acquaintance Rape Support Group. 
5-6:30pm. We invite you to meet and gather 
with support from fellow survivor and learn 
from  each other. This group has an interactive 
focus with some guidance from the facilitator. 
Led by Valarie Snell, LCSW. Cost: $20/group. 
Please call CHH and ask for Valarie for more 
information. 336 841 4307. Group members 
will need to speak with Valarie Snell prior to 
attending group. For more information please 
contact The Center for Holistic Healing at 336-
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes. 5:30-6:30pm (Be-
ginners) and 6:30-7:30pm (Advanced). Also 
Thursdays same times. T'ai Chi for health, 
meditation and self-defense. Improve balance, 
strength and flexibility. Classes held at First 
Reformed United Church of Christ, 513 W. 
Front St., Burlington. 336-449-3284. Phone 
for special introductory rates. Your instructor 
has 35 years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, 
and is certified to teach by  The National Tai 
Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los Angeles, CA. See full 
class schedule at www.silktigertaichi.com. 

Want to Learn Reiki in a private one-on-
one setting? Nov. 1, 8, 15. 5:30-7:30pm. 
Learn how to become a level 1 practitioner. 
After being attuned to this wonderful healing 
energy you can then treat yourself, family, 
friends and even your pets. After completion 
of these three classes you receive a level 1 
certificate based on your knowledge of the 
history, chakra system and chi flow, proper 
techniques and the benefits of Reiki. Learn 
how to keep yourself and loved ones healthy 

through the healing energy of Reiki. $150 for 
private lessons. For more information, contact 
Lori Alderman, Reiki master teacher, certified 
Reflexologist, and Herbalist at 336-339-0656 
or at slreflexology@gmail.com

Hatha Yoga. 5:45 to 7:00pm. Lisa Hauser, RYT, 
teaches Hatha style yoga which focuses on 
body, breath, and self awareness. Practicing 
awareness of the body and breath through 
movement teaches us self awareness.  Through 
self awareness, we grow. Come explore, 
discover, and grow through Hatha yoga. 
$10/class. For more info, call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com.

Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse 
Support Group. 6:30-8pm. Taught by Valarie 
Snell, LCSW. We would like to invite you to 
join us to meet and  gather support from fellow 
survivors and learn from each other as well. 
This group has an interactive focus with some 
guidance from the group facilitator. Group 
members will need to speak with Valarie 
Snell prior to attending group. $20/group. For 
more information please contact The Center 
for Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307 or visit 
www.chhtree.com

Tai Chi as Moving Meditation. 7-8pm. For 
people of any age, at Knollwood Baptist 
Church on Knollwood Street in WS. Cost $15 
for November 1, 8, 15. Taught by Sandy See-
ber and Alan Graham with Three Treasures Tai 
Chi.  For more info, call Alan at 336.416.9426 
or email info@alangrahamdc.com

Group Sessions of Energy Healing Therapy by 
Lorenzo Cree and Judy Mitcham, RN MSN. 
7-8pm every 2nd and 4th Tuesday.  This is a 
group version of the energy-healing therapy 
both healers offer individuals in private ses-
sions. Subtle/spiritual energy transmissions 
are conveyed to all attendees to support and 
promote physical, emotional and spiritual 
healing. Cost $15. Cree's therapy studio at 
2818 Robin Hood Dr., GSO, NC. See www.
lorenzocree.com/group.htm.  Call Lorenzo 
at 336-282-1966 or Judy at 336-833-5887.

New T'ai Chi Class. Begins December! 7- 8:30 
pm at the Bryan YMCA, 501 W. Market St., 
Greensboro.  Your instructor, Eric Reiss, has 
over 35 years experience and is certified by 
the National T'ai Chi Ch'uan Association, Los 
Angeles, CA.  Y members:  $20 per month; 
non-members: $35 per month.  Drop-in rate 
also available.  Beginners welcome!  Visit:  
www.silktigertaichi.com for more details.

Meditation 101. 4:30-5:30pm. Creating 
meditation rituals connects us with our true, 
authentic self. Explore a variety of meditative 
techniques to open your heart, quiet your 
mind, and relax your body. Using breathwork, 
guided imagery, intention, and mindfulness, 
we deepen intuitive awareness and enhance 
healing. Ongoing class for beginners, as well 
as those experienced in meditation. Each 
class introduces a new meditation technique. 
$10 drop-in fee or 10 classes for $80. Loca-
tion: Greensboro School of Creativity, 900 
Sixteenth St., GSO www.greensboroscho-
olofcreativity.org. Contact Denise Pastoor 
336-207-7959 : dpastoor@holisticmuse.com 
or Rik Neal 336-549-6997 :  tie-dye-samurai@
live.com

Beginners Pilates Class. 5:30-6:30pm. Led 
by Vicki Bartnikowski.This Mat Pilates class 
is geared toward the beginner to Pilates. 
Everyone will learn the fundamentals such as 
proper breathing, concentration, and coordi-
nation. This is a low-impact class for people 
of all ages, great for toning, and allows all 
participants to begin and progress at their 
own pace and individual fitness level. Pilates 
exercises are focused on core conditioning to 
enhance core strength and overall flexibility. 
This energizing form of exercise will create 
better posture, slimmer thighs and toned arms, 
while increasing circulation and relieving ten-
sion. Please call to reserve your spot in this 
class as space is limited, 841-4307. Free Class 
November 9! For more info call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com.

Healing Touch Clinic - West Market Street 
United Methodist Church. Healing Touch is 
scheduled on Wednesdays: Nov. 16, and Dec. 
14. Appointments are available at 5:30, 6:30, 
or 7:30 pm. Enter church at corner Friendly 
& Commerce: follow signs to Room 109. HT 
relieves pain, eases stress and anxiety, instills 
serenity, nourishes mind, body, and spirit and 
helps the body self-heal. HT is described as a 
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friday

saturday
Private personal training day. 9am-2pm. For 
new clients only $15.00- Certified personal 
trainer Lori Alderman offers 1 hour training 
sessions for new clients for only $15.00. For 
anyone looking to look and feel better contact 
Lori Alderman at 339-0656.Training sessions 
will be tailored around the individual's goals. 
Many elements can be focused on, anything 
ranging from cardio, strength-resistance work, 
flexibility, self defense and stress relief tech-
niques. For anyone looking to get in shape and 
feel better schedule an appointment today.

Practical Self Defense. 2nd Saturday of every 
month. 10:15am - 11:45am. Learn basic, 
powerful techniques to disable and escape 
from an attacker. NOT a traditional martial 
arts class - you learn and practice effective 
techniques right away. Over 20 years of mar-
tial arts experience. Location: Greensboro 
School of Creativity, 900 Sixteenth St., Room 
305. $12.00/person - cash only please. Call 
Roy Alderman at 336-339-5058 or E-mail at 
Royalderman@att.net.  or visit b-safe.weebly.
com for more details.

Insight Qigong. 10-11:15am. Taught by Rod-
ney Owen, this class utilizes the practices of 
Qigong, and Insight Meditation to develop 
awareness of the mind-body connection. 
Qigong is an Asian healing art grounded in 
Taoism and Traditional Chinese Medicine that 
addresses the physical, mental, and spiritual 
aspects of the complete person. Insight Medi-
tation is based on the Vipassana tradition of 
Southeast Asian Buddhism, and is a method 
for focusing awareness on the present moment 
and developing understanding of the true na-
ture of existence through mindful investigation 
of the life process as it happens. This class will 
cover basic Qigong practices, the Primordial 
Qigong form, and Insight Meditation. Qigong 
and Meditation are gentle and empowering 
arts that are appropriate for practitioners of 
all ages and fitness levels. Cost: $10/class. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Meizi Yoga. 2-3:15pm. Focusing on asana, 
meditation, and pranayama, Meizi yoga is 
appropriate for participants who desire to 
establish a strong foundation in yoga. Taught 
by Zoe Demoss, this class combines Hata 
Yoga, Iyengar Yoga, Power Yoga, and Yin 
Yoga. From basic to advanced, slow to flow, 
you will experience joy, self-awareness, and 
improvement. Through each movement you 
will develop a better practice routine building 
confidence in your home practice ability.  We 
hope you can join us for this wonderful new 
class! Cost: $10/class. For more info, call The 
Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or 
visit www.chhtree.com.

Ongoing Tai Chi Class suitable for begin-
ners, drop ins, and regular practitioners at St 
Timothy's Episcopal Church, 2575 Parkway 
Dr, W-S. Suggested donation for each class is 
$5 or $20 for the month. Regular practice in-
cludes Primordial Qigong (Heaven and Earth) 
Form and a simplified Chen Tai Chi form. 
Taught by David Harold. For more informa-
tion email David at david.harold@gmail.com.

thursday
How Heart Healthy Are You? 10am--4pm. 
Call to receive a DPA screening, which pro-
vides information on arterial wall stiffness and 
determines the biological age of your arteries 
in less than 3 minutes. The test is only $25 
and is administered b a certified technician. 
A&S Natural Health, 1559 Hanes Mall Blvd 
(across from Car Max), W-S. 336-774-8600. 

Community Acupuncture Clinic at The 
Center for Holistic Healing. 10:30am-1pm. 
Come experience acupuncture with Jennifer 
Langdon! Our acupuncture clinic offers effec-
tive affordable treatment in a relaxing group 
setting. Patients receive professional, safe, 
personalized care in a peaceful group center. 
By treating several patients at once we lower 
our costs and pass our savings on to you. The 
types of conditions that this setting is most 
conducive for include: Anxiety and stress, 
Headaches, Digestive problems, Insomnia, 
Addictions, Acute and chronic pain, Smok-
ing cessation, Emotional problems as well as 
general health maintenance and relaxation. 
$30/patient. Appt. required. For more info: 

call 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Chair Tai Chi. 12:30-1:15pm at Arbor Acres, 
1240 Arbor Rd in WS. Cost $15 Nov. 3, 10, 
17. First class is free. Taught by Sandy Seeber 
& Alan Graham with Three Treasures Tai Chi. 
For more information or to register, call Sandy 
at 336.724.1822 or email Sandy at sandy@
threetreasures.org

Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2–6pm. Still-
point Acupuncture Community Clinic offers a 
low cost, community-centered way to provide 
acupuncture treatments for a wide variety of 
health concerns. Making acupuncture afford-
able and convenient are the primary aims of 
this clinic. Using a model similar to that prac-
ticed in China, the clinic setting allows us to 
see more people at once, thereby reducing our 
cost and yours. Appointments suggested, but 
walk-ins accepted if space available. Call 336-
510-2029 for an appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr. 
GSO. www.stillpointacupuncture.com

Yoga For All. 5:30-6:45pm. Yoga benefits all 
people – regardless of age, size, or physi-
cal fitness. Come experience the benefits of 
yoga – not only for your body – but also for 
your mind, heart and soul. Taught by Teresa 
Hicks. Cost: $10/class. For more information 
please contact  The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Yoga Light. 6:45-8pm. Taught by Teresa Hicks, 
this is the perfect class for those new to yoga, 
recovering from an injury or have other 
physical considerations.  Come experience the 
benefits of yoga - not only for your body - but 
also for your mind, heart and soul. Open to all 
regardless of yoga experience. $10/class. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse 
Support Group. 7-8:30pm. Taught by Valarie  
Snell, LCSW. We would like to invite you to 
join us to meet and  gather support from fellow 
survivors and learn from each other as well. 
This group has an interactive focus with some 
guidance from the group facilitator. Group 
members will need to speak with Valarie Snell 
prior to attending group. $20/group. For more 
info, contact The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Biofield Therapy by the National Institute of 
Health and compliments conventional health 
care. Love Offering. Contact Karla Greene at 
336 838-9172 or email healingtouchghp@
yahoo.com

Hunyuan Tai Chi. 6-7:15pm. Chen-Hunyuan 
Taijiquan (Tai Chi). Taught by Rodney Owen, 
this is a class in the full curriculum of Chen-
Hunyuan Taiji (Hunyuan Tai Chi). Chen-
Hunyuan Tai Chi is a system of Taijiquan that 
is a synthesis of Xingyi, Qigong (Chi Kung), 
and Chen-Style Tai Chi. Chen-Hunyuan Tai 
Chi is a system premised on health and self 
defense, emphasizing health; stillness and 
movement emphasizing stillness; the internal 
and external, emphasizing the internal. The 
class will cover basic Qigong, meditation, 
Tai Chi form, push hands, and self defense 
applications. This comprehensive and holistic 
focus works to develop the whole person in 
an energetic and peaceful environment that 
is appropriate for practitioners of all ages and 
fitness levels. $10/class. For more info, call 
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 
or visit www.chhtree.com.

Group Mindfulness-Therapy by Lorenzo Cree. 
Every second Wednesday (Nov. 9)  7-8:15pm. 
Guidance of the group is given in a type of 
mindfulness that is based upon the wisdom of 
non-dualism.  This mindfulness is the natural 
and easy art of being fully present with, and 
open to, whatever is being experienced in 
each moment (which may, of course, include 
stress, pain and suffering). Though it may 
seem to fly in the face of positive-thinking 
or affirmation-approaches, this non-dualism-
inspired mindfulness initiates natural sponta-
neous movement to resolutions, transforma-
tions, relief and self-actualization. $15. Cree's 
therapy studio at 2818 Robin Hood Rd., GSO, 
NC. Check www.lorenzocree.com/group.htm 
or call 336-282-1966.
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